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SUPERCHARGE YOUR TI-99/4A 
With something special THIS CHRISTMAS 
INTRIGUE PENTATHLON & ®s e595 The action packed figh Jump event 

FEATURES: St, || a — = | ee : | - 
‘One or two players, Train in individual events or compete in the 
INTRIGUE PENTATHLON. Two athletes competing together in the track 
‘events. Full colour graphics with incredibly realistic animation. Each event 
{s packed full of REAL TIME ACTION that is hard to stop playing. Only the 
‘most competitive athietes wil win, 
INTRIGUE PENTATHLON jis five exciting games for the price of one 

Our Extended Basic range 

100 METRES piscus 

Snout of Spout. On the planet 
Spout the inhabitants are all 
called Snout. Can you walk @ 
Snout and save the planet Spout 
Only £7.95 to find out 

Bo a sureshot with a Quickshot 1 
ight into your TI 

Our Quickshot joystick will make 
someone very happy, the perfect 
surprise present Quasimodo help. 100% sprite ? 
Only £13.70 including Postage ‘graphics. 20 difforent scenes, to 

‘lamour across, The action is fast 
‘ond furious, Full sound, Keys or 1 Princess 
Joysticks Incredible value at £7.95 
‘A wondertul gift at £7.95 

Our Basic range (No Command module needed) 

NTUREM 
Ny, “4 

Santa_and the Goblins. Our Adventuremania. This full graphic Mania. (Adventuremania part 2). Atlantis. The game that offers Beneath the Stars. 5 skill levels 
Christmas adventure is not just and text adventure is the only Software Today and HCW gave more in Basic than you ever Animated Spacecraft. Select Key 
for children, Another mystery to cassette game for Tl to feature instars and said "I would certainly imagined possible. 84 entirely option. 
solve the top 100 games of 1984 recommend Mania’. £5.95 itferent scenes of under water Action packed at only £5.95 
All the family fun, 5.95 Endless fun for £5.95 animated adventure. 

The very best value £6.95 

All Intrigue games are sold in 
wallets with full colour inlays and 

Games to remember et 

INTRIGUE 
SOFTWARE 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 

Telephone 05806 4726 

address_below or phone your 
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developed to cope with the new 
family interest. 

“It’s rather like the video 
industry’ said Ms Mason. 
“There is a trend away from 
feature films towards educa- 
tional and home interest 
programs. There’s a dearth of 
leisure programs and that side 
of the business must be 
developed?” 

She continued: “It’s really 
a chicken and egg situation. 
Which comes first, the software 
or the broader base of users? 
There's currently a hiatus: there 
are lots of good games, some 
educational software, but 
nothing for leisure?” 

Although less computers will 
be bought, a larger proportion 
of the UK’ population will have 
access to a micro. “You see, 
there is a difference between the 
growth in ownership, which is a 
cumulative figure, and the rate 
of annual deliveries;” explained 
Ms Mason, ‘The’ market is 
gradually extending beyond 
families with teenage children, 
and 1984 will probably be the 
year when the largest number of 
new households will buy their 
first machine. However, we do 
see users upgradin, 

Media Leisure isn’t a market 
research survey. It’s a compila- 
tion of the results of all types of 
surveys, interpreted into a view 
of the leisure market and 
a forecast of future trends, 
related to social and economic 
factors, 
One conclusion is that our 

total spending on leisure — 
which comprises one-third of all 
consumer spending — is grow- 
ing, as is our total leisure time. 

Media Leisure is available 
from W.H Martin, Leisure 
Consultants, Lint Growis, Fox- 
earth, Sudbury, Suffolk. Price: 
£210, 

Night on the 
town 

Ariolasoft recently took over 
the Hippodrome night club, in 
central London for a massive 
launch for a new range of 
products. Barry Norman 
participated in the presentation, 
while Tommy Vance did a 
voice-over for the detailed 
preview of all the games. 
Twelve titles have been 

imported from the States, and 
titles such as Choplifter! One- 
on-One, Realm of 
Impossibility, Archon and 
MULE have been American 
chart-toppers. Broderbund and 
Electronic Arts are the well- 
known names behind the 
games. 

Distributed by CBS, 
Ariolasoft has all the resources 
of a big corporation to back it 
in its venture into the software 
industry. Big promotional and 
advertising spends are on the 
cards. 

While the initial range is for 
the Commodore 64, other 
machines will be catered for in 

ary of 
the German publishing group 
Bertelsmann, and sister 
company is Arista records. 
Ashley Gray, managing 
director, said: “Our aim is to 
release only high performance 
Programs to satisfy consumer 
demand for quality software. 
We intend to market them using 
techniques new to the computer 
software retailing business." 

Ariolasoft, Asphalte Hse, 
Palace St, London SWI 

Lioheart 
from Bubbie 

Bus 
Amidst all the doom and gloom 
of announcements of failing 
software houses new companies 
are still being set up. One such 
is Lionheart/ Mark Meakins, 
co-founder of Bubble Bus 
Software in Tonbridge Wells, 
has sold his shares to establish 
his new company. 

Lionheart is using freelance 
programmers and the first 
games are scheduled for release 
in January, on the Amstrad 
CPCH6S, Commodore 64 and 

6. 
“The parting from Bubble 

Bus was extremely amicable,” 
said Mark Meakins. ‘But’ 1 
have different ideas for the new 
company, which include special 
marketing techniques and new 
types of games. There’s 
definitely a market for new 
software houses if they have the 
right ideas."” 

Lionheart, 29 The Boundary, 
Langton ' Green, Tonbridge 
Wells, Kent TN3 OYA 

Elite for 
Spectrum 

British Telecom’s software arm, 
Firebird, has bought Elite, 
Acornsoft’s top-selling space 
game, for conversion to Z80 
machines. Currently on the 
BBC, Elite will be available is 
Spectrum from within five 
months, according to Firebird. 

Elite will appear on the 
Firebird Gold label and will 
probably retail for £14.95, the 

same as Acornsoft’s version. 
Marjacq Micros, representing 

the two programmers, lan Bell 
and David Braben, invited 
sealed bids for non-Acorn 
micros. 

Firebird Gold is BT's 
upmarket label and an Amstrad 
version is likely to follow. 

Firebird, Second Floor, 
Wellington Hse, Upper St 
Martins Lane, London WC2H 
9DL 

Fruit 
machine 

Fruity is a hi-res fruit machine 
simulation for the Dragon. 
Originally sold under a 
licencing agreement by Dragon 
Data, Impsoft is now taking 
over the title. 

Holds, nudges and gamble 
wins are features of this game 
which costs £4.95. 

Impsoft, 149 Balham Hill, 
London SW12 9DJ 

Tazz and Strike Force are two 
new releases for the 
Commodore 64 from Bubble 
Bus. Both cost £6.99. 

In Tazz you are isolated in a 
room, with the walls closing in 
on you. A collection of 
monsters are after you. If you 
get through this room you move 
‘on to the next — there are 20 
rooms — and as you may 
expect, the monsters become 
more and more unsavoury. 

Strike Force is a war game: 
you control a BB gun and you 
must eliminate _reconaissance 
helicopters, while defending 
yourself after enemy bombers, 
fighter escorts and armoured 
cars. 

Bubble Bus, 87 High St, 
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 IRX 

Mythic game 
The legend of Tristan and 
Isolde will shortly be available 
‘on your computer. 
CRL is releasing a graphic 

adventure based on the story, 
and it should be in the shops 
mid-December. 

To outline the myth briefly: 
Tristan and Isolde are two 
hapless lovers. Isolde is 
betrothed to King Marke of 
Cornwall, and the couple decide 
to commit themselves to 

eternity by taking a death 
potion together. However, 
Isolde’s maid substitutes a love 
potion, so they are foiled. 

King Marke banishes Tristan 
to Brittany, where Isolde meets 
him and they die together. 
CRLs version was written by 

a 2-year old student at 
Heidelberg University, 
Germany. At £8.95, the 
purchase price includes a 
booklet. 

CRL, CRL Hse, 9 Kings Yd, 
Carpenter’s Rd, London E15 
2HD 

Fly and fight 
Flyer Fox is a new game for the 
commodore 64, on cassette and 
disc. For one player, it’s a 3D 
fight combat game with 
software generated speech. 

Cassette costs £9.95 and dise 
costs £14.95, 

Tymac, Nettleton Hse, 
Calthorpe Rd, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham BIS IRL 

Now on MSX:  Superchess, 
from Kuma. This is the latest in 
Kuma’s range for the MSX, and 
it’s a seven-level game, 
Analyse mode and 

Recommended Move are 
helpful features, while Help 
mode will get you out of a 
tricky situation, The Help mode 
supplements written 
instructions which are supplied 
with the program, 

Jon Day, sales manager, said: 
sure winner. Superchess 

will confirm once again our 
place at the forefront of the 
MSX software houses.”” 
Price: £8.95. 

Kuma, 12 Horseshoe Park, 
Horseshoe Rd, Pangbourne, 
Berks RG8 7JW 

Monty's 
author joins 

Qs 
Author of Potty Pidgeon and 
Monty Mole, Tony Crowther 
has set up a deal with 
Quicksilva giving exclusive 
rights to his next two games. 

‘One will be released before 
Christmas, while the second 
game is ‘still in preparatory 
stages and no launch date has 
been announced. 

Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Rd, 
Southhampton, Hants 
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NEWS 

A and F four-packs for the 
BBC/Electron are currently 
available and are aimed at the 
Christmas and post-Christmas 
market. 

‘| Costing £14.95 — about half 
the full recommended retail 
price for four games — the 
Chuckie Egg. BBC versions 
include Haunted Abbey and 180 
Darts, while Electron copies 
feature Kamikase and 
Pharaoh's Tomb. 

A&F, Unit 8, Canalside Ind 
Est, Woodbine St East, 
Rochdale, Lancs OLI6 SLB 

It jou have both a computer 
and a video recorder in your 

| home, you may be interested in 
Computer Television's Easy 
|Microcomputing. It's a 
| 78-minute video which aims to 
educate in layman's terms. 

Chris Serle is the presenter, 
and he takes you through the 
first steps of computing, Topics 
covered include the basies; why 
computerise? how to select, and 
specific applications. 

Chris Serle aims to put the 
‘viewer at ease and refrain from 
baffling him or her with 

ill 

technical jargon, 
Computer Television has 

liaised with a number of well- 
known companies to produce 
the video. These include: 
Sinclair Research, Prestel, 
Micropro International, Future 

| Computers, — Comshare, 
Business Operating Systems, 
Brother Office Equipment and 

packs contain Cylon Attack and | Braid. These companies 
provided financial support and 
expertise. 
You can buy Easy 
Microcomputing at W.H. 
Smith and other high street 
shops. It costs £19.95. 
Computer Television, 9 
Cavendish Square, London WI 

**Masses not the classes"" is how 
Atari boss Jack Tramiel 
described his pricing strategy, 
as slashed prices for the 800XL 
were announced. 
The —top-of-the-range 

computer is down from £169 to 
£129.99, and Jack Tramiel was 
speaking in’ pure Fleet St 
cliches, 

“*L place my money where my. 
mouth is." he said. ‘Since 1 
acquired the Atari Corporation 
in July, prices of our computers 
have been nearly halved. As 
Henry Ford said before me, 
‘For every dime you remove 
from the cost pyramid a whole 

= 

new stratum of buyers are foal 
“Manufacturing advances in 

producing high technology 
products mean that prices 
should be tumbling,” he said. 

jome computers are now 
going through the same stages 
of_marketing evolution which 
affected pocket calculators five 
years ago.” 

Atari, Atari Hse, Railway 
Terrace, Slough, Berks “SL2 

‘The Toshiba HX-10 is the most 
widely available MSX computer 
at this stage, and Toshiba has 
announced that it is extending 
the offering a three-year 
guarantee_on the computer 
instead of the normal one-year 
term. 

Toshiba's MSX is_a 64K 
machine, costing £279.99, 
Included in that price are three 
cassettes: Ocean's Hunchback, 
CDS French is Fun and 
Software Projects’ Manic 
Miner. 

Chris Greet, Toshiba product 
manager, said: “There are 
currently about 150_ titles 
available for the MSX. At 
Toshiba we've got very good 
distribution and we're in with 
most major multiples. So far 
we're fairly pleased with the 

way it’s going.”” 
CDS managing director 

Hunter said: “I'm sure Toshiba 
chose French is Fun to 
demonstrate that good 
educational programs are 
available for MSX, together 
with a wide range of games.” 
CDS has also released 

Spanish is Fun, German is Fun 
and Kalian is Fun for the MSX 
system, Each will cost £7.95. 

Toshiba, Toshiba Hse, Frimley 
Rd, Frimley, Camberley, 
Surrey GUI6 SJ 
CDS, Silver Hse, Silver St, 
Doncaster, S Yorks DNI 1HL. 

The Aquarius computer has 
very little software, That 
situation is being remedied with 
the launch of 30 new games 
from Add-on Electronics, 
Arcade games su 

N-Vaders, Ed-On, Gri 
Phrogeer, — Chuckman, 
D-Fenders,’ Pac-Man, Hobo: 
Express, Grasshopper Bridge 
and World Cup Football will 

95 each, Add-on Elec- 
sis also. bringing out 

seven new games packs, also at 
£5.95. 

Add-on Electronics, Units 3 & 
4, Shire Hill Ind Est, Saffron 
Walden, Essex CBI1 3AQ 

Toshiba HX-10 
software 
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WORDSWORTH ' 
THE GAME 

FOR ALL THE FAMILY i 

BASED ON THE POPULAR “FIND THE WORD” GAME 
< A REAL TEASER AND CHALLENGE FOR 

PLAYERS OF ALL AGES. 

Any number of players can 
_ join in. 

Words are hidden in all 
directions they can also link up 
or cross each other too! 

Play computers words 
or your own! 

Try to beat the computer 
at competition level! 

Nursery rhymes, proverbs, 
sayings can be used - even 
foreign words - 
Wordsworth® can cope. 

* 26 levels of play * Use computers words 
* Up to 30 words can be x A game for all ages 

used in any game 
x Endless hrs. of enjoyment Competition level 
* Easy to read re-defined * Every game a new 

characters challenge 
* Helps children spell * 

WORDSWORTH is available by 
Mail Order from:- 

Wordsworth Software Ltd 
P.O. Box 304, Reading, Berks RG20RH 

ke 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Buying Wordsworth as a gift? 
Customers will be sent Wordsworth < 
Gift wrapped with label - please tick 
gift wrapped box on coupon. ye 

Company Req. No. 1750964 



Cronies and Frogs in Mikro-Gen’s Progs.... 

WITCH’S 
CAULDRON 

SPECTRUM 48K £6.95 

Gor blimey, 
a hopping good 

prog 

MIKRUSGEN 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317 



The Jewel of Power is the latest 
adventure game from Slogger 
Software. Your success depends 

tellectual rather than 
strength, according to 

Your first task is to find out 
why you are in the Land of 
Wye. Your life is in danger and 
hazards and hostile enemies 
abound. Rely on your reasoning 
to solve the mysteries. 

The Jewel of Power runs on 
the Spectrum and costs £9.50. 

Slogger, 215 Beacon Rd, 
Chatham, Kent MES $BU 

Board silly? 
New for the MSX — Boardello 
from Bubble Bus. Played by 
‘one or two competitors, it is 
said to be based loosely on the 
old board game, Othello. 

There are several levels of 
difficulty and the size of the 
board can be altered. Cost: 
£6.99. 

Bubble Bus, 87 High St, Ton- 
bridge, Kent TN9 IRX 

CheetahSoft has announced it 
will be introducing all new 
software at a reduced price — 
£2.50. And existing software 
will also bear the £2.50 price 
tag. 

Previously restricted to 
higher prices by licensing deals 
with American companies such 
as Imagic, CheetahSoft has now 
established new agreements 
which enable the company to 
bring its prices down. 
Howard Jacobson, managing 

director, said: ‘*CheetahSoft 
will ensure the enthusiast is 

na better deal in future, 
and will market extremely high 
quality software for a standard 
price of £2.50."" 

CheetahSoft, 24 Ray St, 
London ECIR 3DJ 

Trio for QL 
Now available for the QL: 
QCOM, a set of communi- 
cations modules, from OE Ltd 
together with Scicon. 

The joint venture combines 
OE Ltd’s experience in 
hardware design with Scicon’s 
background in communi- 
cations. 

communic: 
match the QL’s design, stacking 
one on top of each other and 
interconnecting via a module 
bus, which ensures that no 
untidy connecting wires clutter 
up the place. 

With this set you can use the 
QL as a VTI00 terminal and 
access databases such as 
Prestel, BT Gold electronic mail 
and Easylink telex. 

You can also use QCOM for 
downloading telesoftware, 
communicating user to user and 
integrating with existing QL 
software. 
QCON, QMOD and QCALL 

comprise the three modules and 
you can buy them direct from 
OE Ltd or obtain them through 
your local dealer early next 
year. QCON and QMOD cost 
£75.95 each, while QCALL 
costs £49.95. 

OE Lid, North Point, Gilwilly 
Ind Est, Penrith, Cumbria 

Listen and 
learn 

Sinclair has combined with 
Macmillan to produce 13 new 
educational software titles for 
the Spectrum. 

At £7,95 each, they are fully 
Microdrive-compatible and 
each program has been devised 
by educationalists and then 
tested and modified after trials 
at home and in schools. 

Four Science Horizons simu- 
lation programs, five Learn to 
Read programs and four based 
on the Macmillan Maths 
scheme comprise the range, and 
four of the set are for the four 
to nine- 

Alison software 
manager, said: ‘All these new 
titles reflect the belief held by 
Macmillan and ourselves that 
educational software is only 
worthwhile if it extends, 
stimulates and amuses the user!” 

We feel that our combina- 
tion of professional software 
houses, an experienced pub- 
lisher and practising education- 
alist has enabled this objective 
to be achieved!” 

Sinclair, Berkeley Sq Hse, Lon- 
don WIX SLB 

CNDUTIIG 
WEEKLY 

“A quick way of learning - quicker 
than the printed page”. 
Mike McCann, Your Computer. 

“It took 12 hours to teach a regime that 
would normally take 40 hours”. 
Peter Marsh, Training Manager, 
Thomson Holidays. 

“Vivid mental images are used as 
unforgettable memory joggers”. 
Jane Bird, Sunday Times. 

“Before you know it, you are 
constructing your own sentences" 
Nk Moa 

“We found the course great fun and at 
the end a surprisingly large amount 
had sunk in”. 

“Even a confirmed look - out of the 
windower like me found “Undoubtedly the linkword cassettes, 
‘concentrating on the course very are the most interesting, most 

those considered”, 

“The vocabulary sticks in your mind 
otfonessly” ; 

FORSCHOOLWORK FOR BUSINESS 
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES 

Linkword Language Courses are published on 

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher 
B.BC.(B) Acornsoft Amstrad —_Protek 
Sirius ACT. Spectrum _ Silversoft 
Apricot ACT. C.B.M.64 — Audiogenic 
Apple ACT. Vic 20 Audiogenic 
LBMPC. ACT. Oric Tansoft 
QL. Protek Electron Acornsoft 

All versions contain a programme 
an audio tape and glossary. 

(Prices from £12.95) 

Versions available from 
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers. 

For further information write to: 
Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea. 
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An enchanting Christmas _ 
game based on 
RAYMOND BRIGGS’ best 
selling book and film. 

48K Spectrum 

j A ae “£695 

A fantastic fight to 
the ee within your A battle to the 

own bloodstream! end with the 
deadliest killers 

# Blood & Guts available from bake 

U 
Iva Mail Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY. 

Tel. (0202) 891744 



Eddie Kidd 
Jump 

Challenge 
32K BBC £7.95 

Martech, Bay Terrace, Pevensey 
Bay, Sussex BN24 6EE 

Here we have an offering from 
Eddie Kidd involving the 
development of lightning reflexes 
and a great deal of intuition. 

The purpose is to jump as far 
as you can over various objects. 
The program is split into two 
parts, the first involves jumping 
4 number of barrels with a BMX 
bicycle, The screen shows you on 
your bicycle pointing in the 
Opposite direction to the ramp 
and barrels. This took me a little 
by surprise at_ first, probably 
because I hadn't read the clear 
and informative instructions! 
You ride away until you have 
enough distance to build up your 

Shuttle Shock 
48K Spectrum 

£2.99 
Software Super Savers 

Shuttle Shock is an interesting 
variation on the familiar multi- 
screen platform game theme. 

Instead of jumping you have a 
teleport system which sends a ray 
out at an angle which, when it 
hits a solid object, will rebound 
at right angles. If the fall to the 
level below is foo great, you fall 
to your death, otherwise you can $ 
leontinue. 

‘On many of the levels there ar 
girders which speed across or¥ 
down the screen when stepped 
fon, To complete each screen you 
must walk into the battery. 

‘There are 10 screens, some| 
with computing in-jokes as titles, 
for example Minier’s Mowers, 
Atick Atock, and Stinkers. The! 
lgraphics aren't yery good and 
colour choice isn’t outstanding, 
but each screen represents a 

‘Widifficult challenge. Many seem| 
impossible at first. and require} 

k very careful timing and 
postion ng. 

‘An annoying feature is that 

U 

speed and then turn around and 
head for the ramp. If you make a 
good job of this you are allowed 
to try @ motor cycle and jump 
cars 

The graphics are acceptable 
but not too exciting. If you feel 
that you have made an excellent 
jump there is a competition with 
real BMX bikes as prizes but you 
are only allowed one entry so itis. 
worth waiting until neas the 
closing date 

I found the game rather boring 
and static with far too little 
variation. D.C. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

There's plenty 

Fred's Fan 
Factory 

48K Spectrum 
£2.99 you must start from the} 

beginning once all three lives There. were. no. loading 
have been lost 3 instructions, and trying the usual Although the screens aren't as LOAD “" failed at first. This, 1 
varied or as complex as some| 
lother games, Shuttle Shock is an| 
lenjoyable challenge and. it is. 
excellent value for money. S.J.E.p 

[EGE 

instructions 25%} 
playability 80% 
‘graphics 40%| 
value for money 100% 

me 

discovered was due to a poor 
recording on one side. Turning 
the tape over, the program did 
| load, on the second attempt. 

The only instructions were on 
the cassette insert, and this just 
gave the three keys used in the 
game. The user is left to discover 
the object of the game for 
himself. You take control of 
Fred who runs along the base of 
the screen turning on fans to 
guide the balloons. You have to 
avoid spikes, while picking up 
small circles to score points. The 
balloons float to the top of the 
screen, a gaps in the floors. 

; 

your seats 

California 
Gold Rush 

* CBM 64 £2.99 
Software Supersavers 

Yet another company attempting 
to break the price barrier by 
offering a low-cost game but, in 
this case, the quality has 
suffered. 

The game loads in about four 
minutes, and displays a_hi- 
resolution title screen which is 
very good: a cartoon of a gawky 
prospector fleeing from indians, 
This is not a foretaste of what is 
to come. The game turns out to 
bea reworking of the old Amidar 
plot of filling in boxes by 
Funning round them, It's slightly 
different, 1 admit 

The prospector is steered 
round a maze of grey blocks 
which fill up with bags of gold as 
he outlines them. He is chased by 

on to 

of excitement 
here. Five arcade games to get 

your adrenalin flowing 

of Fred’s factory. There are four 

The only interest this game 
generated was the puzzle of how 
to play it. This piece of software 
seemed to support the old saying 
— you only get what you pay 
for! 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

i 

a 
thon. There are 60. waves. of| 

iens of every description. 1 was 
particularly fond of the tittle 
springy alien, a sort of Martian 

two indians, and risks losing a 
scalp if caught. He also may lay 
sticks of dynamite which explode 
after about five seconds, leaving 
a boulder which blocks the path. 
I could find little practical use 
for this item. 

‘The low price along makes 
Gold Rush a consideration, but 
any serious player would soon 
realise there are a hundred other 
betier-written, better designed 
games on the market. D.A. 

instructions 60% 
playability 40% 
graphics 45% 
value for money 65% 

as a: 

Freex 
48K Spectrum 

£2.99 

be fueling the downward trend in 
software prices and at the same 
ime proving that cheap does not 

always mean nasty 
The plot is far from original; 

it’s a “shoot ‘em down’ game of| 
the space invaders type, b 
this version, you can also mo\ 
your laser base up and down the 
screen, in addition to the usual 

ralateral movement 
The game is a galactic mara- 

Software Supersavers 

Software Supersavers. appear 10) 

fersion of Zebedee. Pull marks 
eo. to the programmer for the| 
attack patterns. The aliens come 
from every angle and shoot at 
you in all directions. Only the 
most adept could possibly Survive the onslaught which lasts 
bout an hour, i 

Graphics and sound are used] 
10 good effect, The aliens are| 
oniy of she 2D vary ad) 
rotate rapidly. There is a demo} 
mode in which you can shoot the IM 
aliens, but they cannot destroy you, "This. is excellent for 
practising the upper levels. M.B, 

70% 
Pl 90% 
graphics 90 
value for money 100 

aa kK 

a 
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ATARI 

Make sure your 
aim is true or 
you will 
annihilate 
innocent birds. 
Save your 
people from 
hostile forces 
in this game by 
Lee Caller 

It’s the end of a long war and 
everyone is tired, so tired in fact 
that they have gone to rest in 
the city, leaving you in charge 
of their army! It was quiet until 
you spotted an enemy tank 
approaching~ from the west. 
You have to act fast. 

Firstly you have to position 
your tank. This is done by 
moving a joystick in port 1 
either left or right and pressing 

Shoot down 
the enemy 

tank to save 
the city 

the fire button when it's in the 
required position. 

Secondly you must select the 
guns’ incline (anywhere between 
15 and 75). This is chosen by 
moving the joystick either up or 
down. Push it up and the value 
increases, down and it 
decreases. Again, press the fire 
button when at the required 
value. 

Finally the shot velocity is 

selected in the same way as the 
incline. 

It is important that you take 
good aim: you must avoid the 
birds in the sky. The greater 
your speed the greater your 
chance of your shot going 
through the bird. 

Also if you take too many 
shots at the tank and miss every 
time, your city will fall to the 
enemy, as the enemy tank 

moves after every shot! 
Destroying the enemy will result 
in a new faster tank and more 
birds in the sky. 
Important: Check the DATA in 
lines SO85-S110 as these are 
machine code and an error will 
cause a lock-up, 

Also, all underscored charac- 
ters in the listing should be 
entered in inverse video. 

How it works 
45-160. main loop 
165-190. move enemy 
1000-1535 fire shot 
2000-2015 bomb explode (land) 
3000-3020 bomb explode (air) 
4000-4065 hit enemy 
4500-4600 end of game 
5000-5140 titles 
5500 initialise 
6000-6065 p/m graphics 
6500-6585 set up display 

Variables 
TANK horizontal position of 

your tank 
ENEMY horizontal position of 

emy tank 
INC incline value 
VEL velocity value 
KILL number of enemy des 

troyed 
any others are only used, for 

je, in FOR...NEXT loops 

Hints on conversion 
Use of players (or sprites) means 
POKEs which make conversion 
hard but not impossible. With 
the REMs and the other 
would be best to start 
scratch building up you 

1@ REM TANK 
15 REM. 
2@ REM Lee Caller, 
32 GOsuB Seea 
35 Gosus Ssea:cosus seee 
42 GOSUB 4500 

NYOUR TANK": 
55 JSeSTICK (@) 

April *84 
25 REM For an ATARI in under 

45 REN Main loop starts here 
5@ POKE 77,@1POKE 62,5:POKE 752,117 

IF J86>7 AND JSC>11 THEN 75 
60 TANK®TANK+ (JS=7)~(JS=11)s1F TANKCA7 

16K and Joyatick. 

* PLEASE POSITIO 

THEN TANK=47: GOT 

075 

EXT PAUSE:SOUND 8,8,3,2 
75 IF STRIG(@)=1 THEN'SS 
2,8,2,0 

e5'2'1? "GUN INCLINE 
m2 >"y INC} "< 

65 IF TANK>B9 THEN TANK=@9:G0TO 75 
7@ SOUND 8,210,8,151POKE 53248, TANK1FOR PAUSE=1 TO 15:N 

88 SOUND @,78,1@,15:FOR PAUSE=1 TO 280:NEXT PAUSE: SOUND 
SHOT VELOCITY":? 

95 JSeSTICK(@)sIF JSC>14 AND JSC>13 THEN 115 
108 INCSINC+(JS=14)~(J8e13) IF INCC1S THEN INC=151G0TO 

"yVEL;CHRS (28) 
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IF INC>7S THEN INCe75:G0TO 115 
SOUND @,120,18,15:FOR PAUSE=1 TO 2@:NEXT PAUSE:SOUN 

IF STRIG(B)=1 THEN 9@ 
SOUND 8,78, 10, 15:FOR PAUSE=1 TO 20@:NEXT PAUSE: SOUN 

JS*STICK (8) 1IF JSC>14 AND JSC>13 THEN 158 
VEL@VEL+ (J8=14)~(J8=13) 11F VELCIS THEN VEL=15:G0TO 
IF VEL>75_THEN VEL=75:G0TO 158 

128,18,151FOR PAUSE*1 TO. 281NEXT PAUSE:SOUN 

198 REM End of main loop 
180 REM Fire shot 
1085 7 17 1? 1? "STAND BY TO FIRE, 
EP ~@, 11SOUND @,250,8,VVINEXT Wi BEHI=99 

47 sCOLOR'SiF=i1Lkei:GOSUB 15881 IF X>ENENY-49 
AND X<ENEMY-42 THEN POP 1G0TO 4000 
1815 COLOR @:F=11Lk=@:GOSUB 158@:G0SUB 2800:RETURN 
1500 CX= (TANK=81) $VEL_ 
1505 DEG 1FOR ST=267 TO SEMI STEP -5 
151 XeCX+VEL@BIN(BT) 1 Ye5@*+INC#COS (ST) 1TRAP 1535 
1515 IF Lk=i THEN SOUND 8,X,18,1B:LOCATE X,¥,HT#IF HT<> 

2008 REM Explode on land 
2085 FOR CO=i5 TO @ STEP -1:COLOR CIFOR EXL=x-8 TO x+8 
STEP 21SOUND @,225+CC,8,CC1TRAP 2015 

2010 PLOT X,62sDRAWTO EXL,5@ 
2015 NEXT EXLINEXT CCrSOUND 
3000 REM Explode in 
3004 SEMI=8T!COLOR @:F=i1Lk=@:G0SuB 1500 
3@i0 FOR COmiS TO @ STEP -1:COLOR CC¥FOR EXL=-8 TO © ST 

‘3O15 PLOT X+EXL,¥-41DRANTO X,YiDRAWTO X+EXL,Ye4sPLOT X- 
Y*EXLADRAWTO X,YiDRAWTO X+48, YoEX! 

3820 NEXT EXLINEXT CC1SOUND 8,0 

SyrIF KILL=1 THEN ? “TANK, 
4925 7 "TANKS,"1?. 
4038 7 "BUT HERE COMES A FASTER ONE. 
8 
4035 FOR TUNE=1 TO 11:READ PT,DLISOUND @,PT,1@,15180UND 
1,PT+1,10,131FOR PAUSE=1 TO 

4945 DATA 121 ,5,121,4,121,3,121,3,182,5,188,3, 
434121 ,3,128,3,121,6 4a50 FOR'POS=TANK TO 47 STEP -11SOUND ©,210,8,15:POKE 5 
3248,P08 

FOR PAUSE=1 TO 1@1NEXT PAUSE:NEXT POS: SOUND 
FOR PAUSE*1 TO 3@@:NEXT PAUSE:? #6)CHRS(125) 
POKE 53249,220:POKE 559,@:POKE 785,2221G0T0 48 
REM End of game (enemy in city) 
FOR POSSENEMY TO TANK+1@ STEP ~11SOUND 8,210, 
53249, POS 
FOR PAUSE=1 TO IS:NEXT PAUSE:NEXT POS 
SOUND 1,23@,8,15:FOR POSSTANK TO 47 STEP -1:POKE 5 

4520'FOR PAUSE=1 TO'15:NEXT PAUSE:NEXT POS!SOUND 1, 
@ 
4525 FOR POS=57 TO 9@:POKE 53249,P08 
4530 FOR PAUSE=1 TO 15:NEXT PAUSE:NEXT POS! SOUND 
@ 
4535 FOR PAUSE=1 TO 3@@:NEXT PAUSE 

2." YOU HAVE FAILED!":? * THE ENEMY ARE 

XT TUNE 

434 162,3, 136,5, 2044 162,35, 136)5,162,3,204, 
4sie CHR (125) 
4565 7" GAME OVER “1? "YOU DESTROYED *}K 
TLLpsIF KILL*i THEN 2 “ TANK DURING THE BATTLE™:GOTO 45 

ING THE BATTLE” 
‘SPACE BAR TO PLAY"; i a 

¥ 3 gait i i 1_TO 2@11F PEEK(764)<>NORM THE 
WNORMZCLR 1G0TO 35 
Coop: Poke 755,21FOR LOOP=1 To 20 aa a es 

LUE 
i i 3 i 

> > 
‘DUIST=PEEK (560) +PEEK (561) #256+41POKE DLIST#+23,71P0 

359,B:POKE 16,641POKE 53774,64 

otect your city "17 #6)" from the advance 
aneny tank 

POSITION 1,2117 #6) "please 
"SPACE BAR’™ 

to begin play” 
RESTORE Sees 
| FOR SCROLL=® TO 6S1READ DATALPOKE SCROLL+1664,DATA 
FOR FLAGH=@ TO S4:READ DATA:POKE FLASH+1536,DATAIN, 

S005 DATA 173,36,2, 14119346, 173,37,2)141 194 6,168,168 

239899999. a 3 
1s the” 

aie 
Seve on 14t 18,212, 141 
42,232,248,238,172,193, 

169,732, 92,228, 104,96,258,198,2,17 
938, 6,174,38,6,189,39, 6,141,108 

169,5, 141 26,2, 104,178, 104,4 

65,1681 POKE, 
5128 POKE SS3,6xPOKE 538,251POKE 559,34 
5125 NORM=PEEK (764) 
5138 ARUBR (1664) 

itialise 
1 INCMSS1 VEL=351 MOVERS 

{106)~241POXE 54279, RAMI PHOMRANH256 
2 

53277,3 
153248, 51POKE 53249,5 

FOR SET=PNG+i824 TO PHG+147@:POKE SET,@:NEXT SET 
1167 TO PMO+1175:READ DATA:POKE SET,DA 

FOR SET=PNG+1423 TO PHG+1431:READ DATA:POKE SET,DA 
25451441 # 12,4, 128, 120,254,255, 126,2,2,2, 

Si} 
REM Sat up display 
ANK=47+ (RND (B) #42) 1 ENEMY=280-(RND (@) #20) 

6518 COLOR 1 
6515 PLOT 159,79:DRAWTO 159,601 DRANTO ©, 681 POSITION 
‘FAPOKE 765, 11X10 18,06,0,8, 
6528 COLOR’ 21FOR BIRDS=1'TO 15+KILL+PX=RND(B) #1551 PY=RN 
D(a) 948 

4535 FOR BD*5@ TO 6@:PLOT BD,S9:DRAWTO BD,25:NEXT BD 
6548 COLOR S:FOR BDin5i TO 59 STEP 2:FOR BD2=26 TO Sa S 
TEP 2iPLOT BDi,BD2:NEXT BD2iNEXT BDI 
6545 COLOR 2:FOR BD=6@ TO 7@:PLOT BD,S9:DRAWTO BD,401NE 
XT BDSCOLOR 3:FOR BD=41 TO 59 STEP 2 
6558 PLOT 61,BD:DRAWTO 69,BD:NEXT BD:COLOR 2:FOR BD=71 

4560 COLOR'@:PLOT 74,35:PLOT 74,371POKE 559,62 
365 FOR POS=47 TO TANK:SOUND 8,211 

FOR PAUSE=1 TO 9:NEXT PAUSED 



Toolbox 
(Matcal) 
Amstrad 

CPC464 £4.95 
Camel 
Matcal contains four toolkit 
Programs of real value to the 
games programmer. 

ISPICT is a drawing board 
ackground graphics with 

menu driven editions. Save 
tape, re-call and merge into your 
‘own BASIC program are all 
easily accessible. 

Using infill to colour enclosed 
sionally overran the 

crashed 
areas oc 

nd the 
am. 
{SPRITE is 
ter ger 

The ability to design 
sprites of up to 40 x 40 Pixels in 
‘any of three colours, with a 
routine for animating them 
makes this invaluable for 

BBC 
Mastermind 

£9.95 
BBC 

Mastermind 
Quizmaster 

£5.95 
48K Spectrum 

Mirrosoft, PO Box 50, Bromley, 
Kent BR2 9TJ 

YBBC Mastermind is the 
computer version of what must 
be the most popular quiz 
program on. television. This 
[Spectrum package consists of an* 
explanatory booklet and twoy 
tapes. 

‘One of the tapes holds the data| 
for questions and answers on TV 
jand films, and also general 
knowledge. The other tape is 
required to display the questions 
land sum up the results of the! 

to four people can 
participate, as in the TV 

‘Wgprogram, but separate data has| 
* Mio be loaded in for each person. 

First the data for the chosen| 
i zecilis subject, and then the 

designing fast-moving graphics. 
A menu driven program with 

full save and re-call facilities. 
The latter routine is complicated, 
but practice and patience are well 
rewarded. 
FCOPY enables duplication of 

tapes, is quick and easy 10 use 
and fecords at either 1000 or 
2000 baud rate, regardless of the 
original format 
AMSMON has the facility to 

enter and save short machine 
code programs and is a monitor 
giving access to the ROM and 
RAM memory addresses. 

Accompanying the cassette is a 
comprehensive handbook in 
which explanation is followed by 
example, 

Exceptional value for 
money D.H. 
instructions 100% 
playability 85 

Swift 

Oddments 
corner 

Here are a few programs with 
a difference to adi 

your collection 

Spreadsheet 
Commodore 

This is one of a growing number 
of spreadsheet programs for the 
64. This one is notable for three 
reasons. It has lots of facili 

answers. As you will appreciate, 
this loading takes up a fair 
lamount of time. Should the 
contestants” tastes not run to TV 
for films, then someone will have| 
to set the questions, and supply 

f jgeneral knowledge questions and , 

the answers for ‘the chosen e ies, 
subjects. = lamit’s cheap and uses pop-up 

For this they will need the BBC / 
NMastermind Quizmaster tape, 
although, as you can see from 
the head of this review, each 
pack is sold separately. I have no 
doubt that someone, somewhere, 

There are 21 function com 
mands including Sort, If, Max, Min, Count, Present value 
Although Log was missing there 
were many not found in other 

will find these two programs of spreadsheets, You could create a ie BB Phe) 52 up procedure for your printer cen “pal which could be saved with your 
spreadsheets. 

‘A novel feature is the use of 
pop-up menus. Pressing FS 
displays a box of options on the 
sereen, selecting ‘one ofthese 
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The German 
Master-Level B 

CBM 64 
£8.95 

Kosmos, 1 Pilgrims Close, 
Harlington, Beds LUS 6LX 

This educational program would 
be suitable for students studying 
CSE or ‘O” level German. The 
facilities provided in it allow the 
user to have a lesson or test at 
various levels of difficulty 

A lesson displays words or 
phrases in English and German 
on the screen, one after the 
other. You may specify which is 
to be displayed first and for how 
long. You may then step through 
the various items which have 
been set up. 

A test will display a word or 
phrase in one language and you 

to the other. If 
key press th 

variety to 

options causes another box of 
lower level options to appear 
slightly overlapping the first. 
These menus pop up over your 
existing work and do not disturb 
it. When you exit from them, 
they disappear. 
Two features that I liked were 

the ability to replicate a block of 
the worksheet and to alter 
column widths individually. You 
would need to spend much more 
to find a better spreadsheet. The 
only feature lacking is the 
transfer of data from one sheet 
to another or into you own 
programs. 

instructions 
tuseability 
graphics 
value for money 

the computer will beep. Help may be obtained by pressing a cursor key to reveal the next 
character. 

You may set up your own 
lessons and add and delete 
entries at your discretion. When 
you receive the program there are 
already sixteen pre-recorded 
lessons. which cover colours, 
Pastimes, tools, countries, 
medical, verb ‘infinitives, 
adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions 
and prepositions, phrases, verbs 
in various tenses, 

The program seems to do the 
job that it was designed for quite 
well although it is quite expensive, Kl. 

instructions 65% 
display 50% 
ease of use 
value for money 

70% 
70% 

1 JT £0. 

a 
Know Your 

Own 
Personality 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 MN 

Mirrosoft, PO Box $0, Bromley, 
Kent BR2 9TT 

This program is, presumably 
land aid to the ‘better under 
standing of yourself, according, 
to the title, With 70 questions in| 
leach section, there three 
sections. | These cover 
iintroversion and extraversion, 
emotional stability, and 
tough/tender mindedness. 

After choosing a section from 
e menu, you load in the 70 

sswers for that 
section. After the questions have 
been answered you can see the 
results of your answers on a 
horizontal bar chart. This bar 
chart will grow to one side, or the 
other, of a. vertical line 
representing the norm. This 
lerowth represents the amount of 
deviation from the norm, 
showing your propensity for the| 
trait towards which the bar is 
growing. Of course, this means 
that you are different, according 
to the booklet supplied. It is 
these differences which makes us 
individuals, which give us 
Icharming eccentrics. 

Italso gives us individuals with 
less desirable traits, the perverts, 

ted that we could 
perhaps understand our friends 
Imore, and they us, if we each saw 
the results. A kind of do-it- 
yourself group therapy? No 
thanks, 1 will keep my friends 
just as they are. BB. 

instructions 100% 
lease of use 759% 
leraphies N/A 
value for money 73% 

1 



Look more 
closely at those 
pixels with this 
graphics utility 
by N D Moss 

This program allows you to 
view and edit characters and 
sprites. 

When you view a character or 
sprite you enlarge each pixel 64 
times. Each pixel is represented 
by a star. In the top right hand 
corner the character or sprite is 
displayed, while the enlarged 
version can be seen on the left 

If you want to edit a 
character, you must signify 
where the start of the character 
set is. You will be asked for the 
screen memory code of the 
character you wish to edit. For 
this, refer to the user manual, 
page 132. 

Variables 
Lx) array for horizontal tine 

plotting and erasing 
V(x) array for calculation 
Q,W FOR...NEXT variables 
BS(x),CS(x),SSCx) strings holding 

enlarged characters/sprites 
D(x),C(x)_ array for numbers to 

be POKEd 
X.Y. position of cursor sprite 
§ screen position for editing 
L_ position in string. 
LA,S1_ temporary storage for 

line plotting 

Character 
study 

a whole line 
horizontally 

with the other controls. The| 
sprite pointer is the number 
used in locations 2040-2047, 

vertically or low it works Ls . These are 0.30 initialisation of cursor 
sprite 

40-90. menu 
100-320 character view 
330-570 sprite view 
‘580-880 character edit 
1890-1160 sprite edit 
1180-1810 subroutines for line 

plotting/erasing 

displayed on the right, together 

Once you have entered the 
code, a blue grid will appear 
and the controls for the cursor 
will be displayed. Move the 
cursor around the grid and 
when you want to plot a point, 
press “*j’? If you wish to delete a 
point, move the cursor over the 
point’ and press ‘‘j"" again 
‘When you have finished, press 
Return and all the calculations 
will be performed. 

If you want to edit a sprite, 
the procedure is exactly the 
same, but there are four more 
controls which can plot or erase 

2 poke643,25 
5S remfcir3 

S@ fora= 

@ data255,129,129,129,129, 129,129, 129,255 
1 diml (21>¢forq=itoZ1#1 (q)=(q-1)#24+1 tnext 

10 pokeS3269 ,O!pokeS2248 ,OtpokeS4259 ,Atpoke2040,Otpr int "MI"? tpokeS3272 ,22 
20 poke53290 0! pokeS3281 ,Otpoke646, 1tpoke6S@, 128 
30 forq=16320to 16384! pokeq -Btnext ! forq=16320to 16344stepStreadftpokea,finext 

40 printtab¢15)# "MENU" tprinttab (15 
45 rem(4 crsr down" 

to7 ty (ad=2tatnexttpr int "SSE 
6O printtab(100+"1 Character viewH”tprinttab(10);"2 Sprite viewn" 
70 printtab(190#"3 Character editH"tprinttab(10)i"4 Sprite edit 
75 printtab(109;"5 END PROGRAM” 
BO getaStifasc"1"oras>"S"thenso 
90 onval (a$)goto 180,330,580 ,890,1170 

input"Enter the screen memory code 

forq=Oto7ic(q=ataid(a)=peek (cla)? inext 

ify >=v (q)thenbS(n)="#"tusu-vCq)inantitgoto2ia 

100 dimb#(64),c(8),d<@? 
105 ramfcir3 
1!@ input"gEnter the memory 
120 
130 a=at(beevin=t 
140 
158 foru=Oto7 
168 v=d(p> 
178 ifu=Othenn=n+8tgo0toz2o 
188 forq=7to@step-1 
138 
200 bS(nd=" "In=nt1 
210 next 

location 
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220 p=ptitnext 
230 forq=OtoG3! ifbStq)=""thenb$<q)=" * 
240 next 
250 print "3"? tpoke 1063,btpoke5S5335,1 
260 forq=1to64stepS!foru=Oto7 
270 printbS<q+w)# tnexttpr int tnext 
280 print"Do you want to see the data for this y/n" 
290 geta$tifas=""then2s0 
300 ifas="n"thenrun 
310 ifas<>"y*thengotoz9a 
320 forq=Oto7tprintd(q) tnexttuaiti37, 191 trun 
330 dims#(5a4),c(63),d(63) 
335 rem{cir} 
340 input*@hat is the sprite pointer "tata=as64 
350 forq=OtoG3tc(q>=qtatdq)=peek (c(q)) tnext 
360 n=1 
378 foru=Bto6e 
380 v=d(p> 
390 ifv=thenn=n+8tg0t0440 
400 forq=7todstep-1 
410 ify rau (qdthens$(n)="*"tusy-vCq)inentl tg0to43a 
920 sS(nd=" "Ines 
430 next 
440 p=ptitnext 
450 forq=ltoSO4tifs#(q)=""thens#(q)=* * 
460 next 
465 rem(cir} 
478 print "Mm" tpokeS3263,1tpoke2040, 
488 forq=ltoS@3step24!foru=Oto23 
490 prints#(atu)stnextiprintinext 
SQ@ print"Do you want to see the data for this y/n" 
510 getaStifas=""thenSia 
S20 ifas="n"thenrun 
S30 ifas<>"y"thenS10 
535 remfcirJ} 
540 print*m"s 
SSO forq=OtoG@steps 
S60 printd(q),d¢qt1),dtate) 
570 nexttwait197,191trun 
575 remfcird 
580 print*a” 
S98 poke2040,255tv=53248tpokev +21, 1!pokev+39,1!x=24ty=50 
6Q0 dims#(64),c(8),d(8)t forq=ltoS4its#(qd="*"tnext 
610 input"Enter the"location "th 
620 input*Enter the screen memory code "sa 
625 rem{cir) 
630 print *m"sta=(ase>+th 
635 rem(blueJ 
640 pokey ,xtpokevtl,yts=1024t1=ltprint "mys 
650 forq=lto64stepStforu=Oto7tpr ints q+u >? tnextipr intinext 
655 remfhomeJ 
S60 print "MM" :tab(20)+ "ABORT!CTRLa"tprinttab(20):"CRSR up tu" 
870 printtab(20)+"CRSR don tm"tprinttab(20)7"CRSR left th* 
680 printtab(20)s"CRSR right!k"tprinttab(28)+ "PLOT/UNPLOT!j" 
685 remfcrsr dnJ 
690 printtab(20)5 "FINISH! RETURNE" 
700 setastifas=""then79a 
718 ifas="u "andy >=S8theny =y-8ts=s-48t1=1-8tg0tcsaa 
720 ifas="m"andy<=184theny =y +8ts=s +4911 =1+8tg0to8aa 
730 ifa$="h"andx >=3ethenx=x-8!s=s-1!1=1-1!g0tosee 
740 ifas="k "andx< =72thenx=x+8ts=s+111=1+11g0tos8ao 

764 tpokeS3248 ,255 !poke53249 ,50tpokeS3287 
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745 
750 
760 
770 
780 
730 
800 
B10 
820 
830 
840 
e50 
a6o 
870 
sso 
ses 
830 
300 
s10 
g15 
sea 
330 
935 
340 
350 
g60 
370 
s72 
374 
380 
880 
1900 
1995 
1018 
1015, 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1925 
1930 
1935 
1948 
1045 
1058 
1960 
1070 
1980 
1990 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1178 
1188 
1185 
1198 
1208 
1218 

remtctr] a3 
ifas="g"thenrun 
ifaS=chr$¢13)thenprinttab (28) "0.K. "tgotos10 
ifasco"s "then7aa 
ifpeek (s )=1Sthenpokes -42!s$(1 )="*" tpokes #54272,6tg90toGaa 
ifpeek (s )=42thenpokes, 15ts$(1 )="0"tpokes +54272,1 
pokey -xtpokev+l,xtgoto7aa 
Forq=Bto6SicS< int (q/B) =c¥( int (q/8))+sSatl) tnext! forq=Oto7ic(q)=atainext 
forq=Oto7 
foru=ito8 
p=8-u 
ifmid$(c#(q) -w,1)="0*thent=ttv(p) 
nextidCqr=titsOtnext 
fora=c(O)toc (7 )tpokeq d(edtexetlinext 
print"Press any Key “twait197,191trun 
remtclr3 
input"Mhat is the sprite pointer “fata=as64 
dims $504 ,c (64) ,d (64) ,c#(63) 
fora=OtoG63ic(q)satainext 
rem(clriCbluel 
forq=ltoS04is$iqo="#*tnextiprint "ama"! 
fora=itoS84step24! foru=Oto23tpr ints Satu )s tnexttprint tnextts=1024!1=1 
rem{homel{whited 
print "@"ftab(24)' "SABORTICTRLa"tprinttab(24)7"CRSR up tu" 
printtab(24>!"CRSR down tm*tprinttab(24)s"CRSR left th* 
printtab(24):"CRSR right!k"tprinttab(24)s "PLOT/UNPLOT!" 
printtab(243"H.LINE FILL#d*tprinttab(24)s"V.LINE FILLie* 
printtab(24)5"H.LINE DELETE!s"tprinttab(24)s"V.LINE DELETE!x" 
printtab(24)# "F INISH!RETURN" 
poke2040 ,255!v=S53248t pokey +21,1tpokev+3S,1!x=24ty=SOtpokev -xtpokevtl sy 
getastifas=""then33o 

ifas="u "andy >=58thens=s-40ty=y-Stl=1 -24tgoto 108 
ifa$="d"thengosub 1250 
ifaS="m"andy (=202thens=s +48tyay+8t1=1+24tgoto 1080 
ifaS="s "thengosub1348 
ifaS="h"andx>=S2thens=s-1tl=1-1!x=x-8tgoto 1880 
rem(ctrl al 
ifaS="g"thenrun 
ifaS="e"thengosub1ise 
ifaSe"k "andx(=208thens=s¢itl=l¢lix=x+8tgoto 1080 
rem(3 crsr dnj 
ifaS=chr#¢13)thenpr inttab(24)) "0. Kk. SEEEEEBEEN goto 1030 

ifas="x"thengosub1430 
ifaSi>"j"then33o 
ifpeek (s )=42thenpokes ,15!s8C1 )="0"tpokes #54272, ligoto 1080 
ifpeek (s )=15thenpokes ,42!s#(1)="*"tpokes #54272 6 
pokev -xtpokev+l,ytgotoSsa 
ForqaOtoSO3t cH int (a/B) )=cH6 int (a8) +s $Catl tnext 
forq=8to63 
forw=ito8 
p=8-u 
ifmidS(cB(q),w,1)="0 "thent=t+y(p) 
nextidcqd=tit=8inext 
forq=c(@)toc(63)tpokea de die=etlinext 
print"Press any Key "twait197,191trun 
end 
L1=1tifl 1<¢=24then11390 
11=11-24%if11>=25then 1185 
s1=1024+11-1 
forq=l lto(584-(23-11) step2a 
pokes1,15tpokes1+54272,1 
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1215 si=sitaa 
1228 s$(q)="0" 
1238 next 
1249 return 
1250 s 
1260 1 
1278 if int(<11-12724>=¢11-1)/24thengote1318 
1288 11#11-1!s1=s1-1!g0to 1270 
1318 forq=litol1+23 
1320 pokes1,15tpokes1+54272, 1!s$(q)="o"tsl=si¢linext 
1338 return 
1340 si=s 
1350 11=1 
136@ if int¢(11-19/24)=(11-1)/24thengoto1400 
137@ 1i=l1-1%s1=s1-1!g90to 1360 
1408 forg=litoli+23 
1410 pokes1,42t pokes 1+54272 ,6ts#(q)="#"tsl=si¢linext 
1420 return 
19430 11=1!if11¢=24then 1450 
1440 11=11-24tif11>=25then144a 
145@ si=1024+11-1 
1960 forq=l Ito (SA4~-(23-11))step2a 
1970 pokes1,42!pokes1+54272,6 
1480 si=si+aa 
1490 s#(qQo="%" 
1520 next 
1510 return 

LOW LOW PRICES 
ON ALL OUR 

COMPUTER GAMES 

POOLSWIN 
‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

eee. 
popee hi 
Pettey 

CPC 464, BBC, Arar (4H), ZABL (16K), Dragon, Apple, IBM pe 
PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) 

Merrals Wood Garage, 
Merrals Wood Road, Strood, Kent. 
Please send for following Computer. 
Venclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
Please tick box to show make of 
Computer BC Atari 

Spectrum Commodore vic Orie 
Name. 
Address. 

Title so. £ 
Title e 
Tile € 
Send for list of games on VIC 20, BBC, Oric, Dragon. Our end of 
summer sale makes many games haif price. All prices include Post and Packing, and VAT. Cheques and Postal Orders made payable to Voce Video. ver 

heme 24 bes ‘SOFTWARE 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. 061-428 7425 
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VIC-20 PROGRAM 

In this neat little maze game 
by Paul Shaddick you're a dog 
digging up bones you buried in 
amaze. Be warned — it's not 

as easy as it sounds! 

In this ma 

dog, A fer 2 clears screen 
buried several bones around a | | 3.49 introduction — 
maze and now you want to dig | | $5.60 set up levels of difficulty —— 

You can only 100-104 movement of dog, draw 

see on ime and when maze 

you ge gain points. 1006 POKEs bone on screen 
Sounds easy? Well, there's a | | 1008. position of bone 

4 faitine timer 

each bone. You have three lives | | {918 ves if, scoring 
and four levels of di 'Y- | | 1016-1021 movement keys 
The maze is different each time | | 2000. death routine ) 
and instructions are included. 2003 end of game 

How it works weeks ago you 

3 cone 
Variables level is cleared 

LY lives 4003 starts again 
SC score 
HS high score 
TIS timer OL. postion of bone 
LE "death routine after your > \\ 
3. position of dog 

1 REM BONE HUNT 
8 POKES6876,125 
8 PRINT*W" 
13 PRINT"#####*BONE HUNT#####" 
14 PRINT"BY ROB & PAUL SHADDICK#4#4e2e2e4244484848404" 
15 PRINT 
20 PRINT*LEFT =z" 
21 PRINT 
‘22 PRINT*"RIGHT = X” 
23 PRINT 
24 PRINT"DOWN = oF 
25 PRINT 
26 PRINT“UP, =P" 
27 PRINT 
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Vic-20 PROGRAM 

28 PRINT"YOU ARE = «” 
29 PRINT 
3@ PRINT"YOUR BONE IS=* 
31 INPUT HIT RETURN" IFAS=""THENS2 
32 PRINT"W" 
33 PRINT"COLLECT EACH BONE BEFORE THE TIME LIMIT RUN OUT” 
34 PRINT"OR YOU WILL LOSE A LIFE." 
35 PRINT 
36 PRINT"LEVEL 1=2@ SECONDS" 
37 PRINT"LEVEL 2=17 SECONDS" 
3@ PRINT"LEVEL 3=12 SECONDS” 
39 PRINT"LEVEL 4=8 SECONDS" 
4@ PRINT" ##4*##GOOD LUCK ke#e4#" 
41 PRINT 
43 INPUT" HIT RETURN*? IFAS="*THENGS 
5S POKES6878,15 
56 FORZ=128T0255! POKES6675 ,2 NEXT 
57 POKES6875 
59 POKESG87S, 1181 INPUT"i& = INPUT LEVEL(1-4)m@"SAtIFACI OR A4THENSS 
60 LE=S-AtLE=LEs4+4 
10@ PRINT*\amm" £A=7770!POKESSO, 126 
105 FORZ=@TO21!POKE7724+2 , 1021 POKES 14242 , 1021 POKES8480+42Z , 11 POKES8862+42 , 1 1NEXT 
110 ACO>=-11AC1)=-221AC2>=11AC3) =22tFORF=1TO1S 
15@ PRINT" sn emer): NEXT tPOKEA,4 
220 J*INTCRNOC1)#4>!G=JtPOKE3O720+A,7 
230 BsA+ACJ) #21 IF PEEK(B)=16@THEN POKEB ,J!POKE30720<A,6!POKEAtAC J) ,32tA=BtGOTO2E 
cy 
248 J=(J+1) (363) IF J 6 GTHEN238 
258 J=PEEK(A)!POKEA,32! IFJ<4THENA=A-ACJ)4#21GOTO 220 
1008 LV=3tFORZ=1TOGO!X=INTCRNOC 1>#22)+1+INTCRND( 12982444 
10@2 IFPEEK(7724+x)=1G@ANOPEEK (7746 +X) = 16 THENPOKE7724+x ,32 
1004 NEXT Z 
10@6 X=RNO(1)#*396! IFPEEK (7724 +x) < >SETHENIOOS 
1088 OL=7724+%!POKEOL ,42 
1018 T1#="Q00000"!POKEA,S41J=3 
1013 PRINT"@"?!FORZ=1TO33!PRINT" “+ !NEXT!PRINT "MHS! g"7HS 
1015 PRINT" SLVia"LY" ATIME! a TIS" MBC! MSC! IFVAL(TIS)>=LE THEN2OOO 
1016 GETZ$t IF2$="*"THENIOIS 
1017 IF 2#="2"THENT=0 
1016 IF Z2$="x*"THENJ=2 
1019 IF 2$="P*THENJ=1 
1020 IF Z$="L"THENJ=3 
1021 B=A+ACJ)! IFPEEK(B)<>102 AND PEEK(B)<>16@ THEN 1040 
1038 GOTO1015 
1048 IFPEEK<B)=42THENSOOO 
105@ POKEB,94!POKEA,32!A=B8!GOTO 1815 
2000 LV=LV-1tFORZ=15STO@STEP-1!POKEA,RNO(12#6+109 
2003 NEXT!POKEA,S4! IFLV>OTHENIO16 
2005 PRINT*# SFIR-NEW MAZE SF7R-START 
2006 SC#=OtLV=31GETKS! IFKS= "ii" THENSS 
2007 IFKS="M"THENIO1A 
2018 GoTozee6 
3088 SC=SC+58-VAL(TI$) !POKEOL ,32! IFSC >HSTHENHS=SC 
3001 IFSC>S@@ THENSQ00 
3012 POKE36878,15 
3@13 FORZ=128TO255tPOKES6875 ,Z !NEXT 
3014 POKE 36875,0 
3816 GOTO1ee6 
4@@0 PRINT*U* 
4001 PRINT" --WELL DONE------" 
4002 PRINT"-TRY A DIFFERENT LEVEL 
4@83 IFSC>S@®THENSC=0 
4004 GOTO36 
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EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL 

Swot spot 
Home Computing Weekly is pleased to present you with 

an extra-special feature — an educational extravaganza 

for the Commodore 64 and VIC-20 by Margaret Webb. 

Introduction 
Recently a letter in Home 
Computing Weekly asked how 
@ young user could placate his 
parents who thought he was 
wasting his time by using his 
‘compute in every spare minute 
(HCW 86). One way would be 
for his parents to look through 
the great variety of educational 
software available and try to 

child. 
Educational software comes 

in many guises; the learning 
through fun approach, teach 
and test. with rewards or 
straightforward learn and revise 
types. Within these categories 
there is a very wide range of 
programs covering the full age 

range. I have come across 
programs designed to be used 
with 18-month-old infants and 
a language tape which could 
help both *O’ Level student and 
middle-aged traveller. 

All the following categories 
are a subjective look at some of 
the range of software available. 
The parent is the best guide to 
the type of software required, 
He or she knows the main 
criteria for assessing the range 

of programs to be looked at 
before paying out hard cash for 
the product chosen. 

These criteria are: 
1 Subject matter 
2 Child’s age 
3. Temperament — does bore- 
dom set in very quickly? 
4 Interests — many programs 
have been written to appeal to 
certain groups e.g. BMX 
Maths, Maths Invaders, 
looning, Secret Agent. 

It’s best to make a shortlist of 
tapes and try to see them at 

your local stockist before 
buying. 

To make life easier I have 
divided the field into three age 
groups, each with its own 

requirements although there are 
several underlying themes. 

The groups are 
1. Pre-school (one to five-years 
old) 
2 Primary and early secondary 
(six to 14 years) 

3 ‘O’ Level, CSE and beyond 

Pre-school 
Most parents with pre-school 
children want to help them get a 
good grasp of everyday things. 
In fact, the years up to a child’s 
fifth birthday are the most 
important, since during. this 
time we’ are building the 
foundations of learning which 
will be added to during the rest 
of the child’s life. Before the 
advent of home computers, 
parents, playgroups and 
nurseries were doing an 
excellent. job using all the 
equipment and_ techniques 
available. Now they have an 
added dimension with computer 
software. 

carefully written since the user 
will have very little grasp of the 
written word. Consequently, 
great attention must be given to 

the effective use of graphics and 
sound to convey ideas. 

This is not to say that they do 
not understand a lot — it can be 
amazing just how much three- 

year-olds can pick up from the 
world about them. Even before 
they can speak, they will have 
heard a lot and stored it away 
ready for use when the 
appropriate stimulus comes 
along. Even sitting on mother’s 
knee and hearing her talk about 
images on the screen a toddler 
can acquire more knowledge. 
Such an exercise will clearly be 
more useful if the display is 

‘Any program for use with] bright, colourful and eye 
young children must be| catching. Add imaginative 

COMMODORE 64 

‘\ ‘he 
Chemistry 

O-LEVEL REVISION 
AND CSE 

‘ 

sounds and you could be on to a 
winner. 

Some of the large publishing 
firms have recognised an. 
extension of their fields of| 
interest in the software market. 
Collins and Good Housekeep- 
ing have tackled the problem in 
an ingenious way, using eye 
catching characters as a basis on 
which to build good software. 
In Collins’ case the star 
character is Paddington Bear, 
an easily recognised and lovable 
character and Collins, in 
collaboration with Michael 
Bond, has created a series of 
packages covering everyday 
concepts and linking them to 
Paddington’s misadventures. 

ood Housekeeping adopted 
a new character called Mr T, 
Both of these series cover 
similar areas inclu 
counting, shape recognition, 
alphabet’ work, and money. 
Mirrorsoft appears to have 
taken a similar route with an 
early reading package using the 
Mr Men characters, 

All the items I have seen from 
these software houses use the 
same basic rules: attract 
attention, use short entertaining 
sections, and offer ideas for 
further work which is 
independent of the program 
(that means the parent must do 
some work too!) 

Primary and early secondary 
When the child embarks on the 
‘hard life’ in junior and secon- 
dary school he or she should be 
doing enough in school time or 
lessons to make extra work at 
home unnecessary. However 
this is not to say that 
educational computer programs 
for this age group are obsolete 
— far from it. Cut-backs i 
educational spending mean that 
in many schools the resources 
are not available to provide the 
equipment needed or the staff 
to use it and you might feel your 
child is not getting the best deal 
as a result. Consequently you 
may wish to make your own 
contribution. 
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Software is available to cover 
most subjects and the emphasis 
is mostly on learning through 
fun. Through cunning use of 
cartoons, arcade action or 
contemporary crazes, most 
children can be induced to sit 
down and learn without notic- 
ing what is happening. Software 
houses have latched on to this 
and produced a range of 
programs which, for example, 
teach arithmetic with BMX 
bikes and kangaroos in mazes 
(Longmans), adverbs with 
cartoon castles and carrots 
(Diskovery) and reading by 
tracking spies around Europe 
(Hill MacGibbon). Hill Ma 
Gibbon has brought out a seri 
of packages with a themat 
approach to learning, com- 
bining many basic subject in a 
game which is fun to play. Piper 
Software is marketing. similar 
software incorporating a 
cassette and Piccolo book. 

Adventure games deal’ with 
less obvious areas of 
tion such as comprehen- 

sion, reading, logical and 
sequential reasoning and 
mapping techniques. Learning 
and Training Systems has a 
series which includes a space 
adventure and a ‘mathemagic’ 
land one. Creative Sparks has 
produced an adventure aimed at 
cight-year-olds upwards, 
featuring Dangermouse. 

Entering the areas of 
computer literacy and 
Programming, there are 
packages to introduce children 
to the serious use of computers. 
Honeyfold markets a book/ 
cassette package aimed at the 
younger child and Collins has a 
paperback book called Datalog 
which provides hints, exercises 
and practical aids. 

“0” Level and CSE 
‘O’ Level and CSE exams can 
cause a lot of stress, especially 
as they loom closer and the 
student realises that he or she 
is nowhere near prepared for 
them. This is where the 
computer can come to the 
rescue. Many firms are 
producing software which deals 
specifically with exam revision. 
They cover most of the subjects 
in the exam syllabuses in a 
variety of styles. 
Whereas software for 

younger children places the 
emphasis on fun, by the time 
the child has reached the fifth 
form it’s time for hard facts 
without frills. Of course the 
programmer can extract all the 
material from text books, but 
the computer does have the 
advantage of being interactive. 
This can be like having a private 
tutor to guide you through the 
areas of difficulty and reinforce 
the lessons learnt. Generally the 

Programs fell into two broad 
types: 

1 Databases offering cross ref- 
erences for revision 
2 Mind joggers 

As the younger age 
groups, the large publishing 
companies such as Longmans 
and Penguin have seen the 
potential in this area. For years 
they have produced written 
revision notes and have now 
extended the idea to software. 
VIC-20 owners needn’t despair 
since Commodore and Micro- 
debug-Consultaney offer a 
range of packages. 

Before discussing packages in 
detail, it is germane to comment 
fon the relative quantities of 
material available, It will be 
quite evident that most software 
discussed is for the 64. The 
large amount of available 
memory and the superior 
graphics capabilities make the 
64 an ideal machine for 
education. The VIC-20 on the 
other hand, is rather limited in 
both these areas and it is 
inevitable that it will receive less 
attention from software houses. 
Most packages for the VIC will 
require some form of memory 
expansion, 

Grading this sofiware has 
been difficult as most of it is of 
a very high standard. I have 
chosen three criteria and given 
percentage ratings to give a 
guide. The criteria are: 

1 Graphics — covering presen- 
tation of both text and graphics 
2 Sound 
3 Content — varies with age 
range 

The overall rating is given in 
terms of stars: 
* Poor 

* * & Good 
*& * & Very good 
kt ew Excellent 

Brief Reviews 

Pre-school 

Mr T's Shape Games (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 Cassette 
CBM 64 
Side 1: Match up shapes. Can 
be played by child alone. 
Side 2: Picture maker using 
simple shapes 
Graphics 95% Sound 70% 
Content 90% Overall + % * 

Mr T’s Alphabet Games (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 Cassette 
CBM 64 
Side 1: Shows letter formation. 
Side 2: Tests letter recognition 
and matching. 
Graphics 95% Sound 70% 
Content 90% Overall * * * * 
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Mr T's Number Games (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 Cassette 
CBM 64 
Early counting and letter recog- 
nition (up to nine) and two 
games to test this knowledge. 
Great fun putting the spots 
back on a ladybird — musical 
rewards. 
Graphics 95% Sound 85% 
Content 90% Overall % % * * 

Identikit (Stell) £7.95 Cassette 
CBM 64 
Remembering and building 
faces on screen. 
Graphics 60% Sound 40% 
Content 50% Overall * * 

Party Time (Cleverclogs APS) 
Cassette CBM 64 
Six games to play with your 
toddler. Learn numbers, letters 
and sing nursery rhymes. 
Graphics 95% — Sound 75% 
Content 80% Overall + # * 

Toddler Tutor (Channel 8) 
£6.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Match colours and letters. 
Learn the alphabet to music. 
‘Count toys. 
Graphics 80% Sound 80% 
Content 80% Overall * & * * 

Count with Oliver (Mirrorsoft) 
£7.98. Cassette CBM 64 
Help Oliver count toys and 
sweets. Simple addition and 
subtraction with cartoon 
character. 
Graphics 80% Sound 70% 
Content 75% Overall * * * 

Look Sharp (Mirrorsoft) £7.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Side 1: Matching, odd-one-out, 
memory testing. 
Side 2: For older children, same 
games but using space travel. 
Graphics 80% Sound 80% 
Content 80% Overall 4 # 

Match up (Diskovery) £15 Disk 
CBM 64 
Learn the letters of the 
alphabet. Match letters and 
symbols, which float across the 
screen, with the one in your 
basket. 
Graphics 75% Sound 65% 
Content 45% Overall * * 

Paddington’s Garden Game 
(Collins) Cassette CBM 64 
Learn to move Paddington 
around a colourful garden maze 
catching butterflies. 
Graphics 95% Sound 75% 
Content 90% Overall * * * * 

Paddington’s Shopping Mixup 
(Collins) £7.95 Cassette CBM 
64 
Fun helping Paddington sort his 
shopping. Counting. 
Graphics 90% Sound 75% 
Content 90% Overall # # * * 

What's the Time (Collins) £9.95 

Cassette CBM 64 
Makes telling the time easy even 
for the youngest child. Both 
digital and analogue clocks. 
Needs helper. 
Graphics 90% Sound 85% 
Content 85% Overall * * * 

Flashcards and Spelling (Todd: 
lersoft) £4.50 Cassette CBM 64 
Automated flashcards with 
matching graphics for use even 
with the very young 

phics 95% Sound 90% 
intent 95% Overall « * * * 

Not seen 

Mr T’s Measuring Games (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 CBM 64 

Mr T’s Money Box (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 CBM 64 

Mr T Tells the Time (Good 
Housekeeping) £9.95 CBM 64 

First Steps with the Mr Men 
(Mirrorsoft) £7.95 CBM 64 

Paddington’s Early Visit 
(Collins) £7.95 CBM 64 

Paddington’s Problem Picture 
(Collins) £7.95 CBM 64 

First Numbers (Collins) £9.95 

Primary and secondary school 

The Alphabet (Commodore) 
£9.99 Cassette VIC-20 + 8K 

Rudiments of alphabet. Teaches 
letters and their sounds. 
Graphics 40% Sound 40% 
Content 40% Overall * * 

Arithm 2 (Commodore) 
£9.99. Cassette VIC-20 + 8K 
Basic number work. 0 to 20. 
Counting and number recogni 
tion. Multiplication and divi. 
sion. Counting in twos, threes 
and fours. Test games. 
Graphics 40% Sound 40% 
Content 40% Overall * * 

Vocabulary (Commodore) £9.99 
Cassette VIC-20 + 8K 
One hundred commonly used 
words to help build vocabulary 
Test section. 
Graphics 40% Sound 40% 
Content 40% Overall * * 

Reading (Commodore) £9.99 
Cassette VIC-20 + 8K 
Covers word and sentence 
building, comprehension, 
vocabulary and spelling. 
Graphics 50% Sound n/a 
Content 50% Overall * * 

Arithmetic (Commodore) £9.99 
Cassette VIC-20 + 8K 
Tests all aspects of basic maths. 
Graphics 80% Sound 40% 
Content 90% Overall * * 
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Number Gulper (ASK) Cassette 
VIC-20 
Collect numbers to make a pre- 
determined total using the four 
rules of numbers. 
Graphics 80% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall * * * 

Paddington and the Disappear- 
ing Ink (Collins) £7.95 Cassette 
CBM 64 
Helps seven to nine-year-olds 
with writing. Simple word 
processor and gazzeteer of 
South America. 
Graphics 85% Sound 70% 
Content 90% Overall * * * * 

Know your Tables (Collins) 
£9.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Helps teach tables (old-fashion- 
ed but necessary). Timed tests. 
Graphics 80% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall * * * 

Primary Maths (Channel 8) 
£6.95 Cassette CBM 64 

Single and double-column 
addition and subtraction with 
graphical representation of 
numbers as dots grouped in tens 
and units. 
Graphics 95% Sound 70% 
Content 90% Overall 

Maths Tutor (Channel 8) £6.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Follows on from Primary 
Maths. Addition and subtrac- 
tion to 9999. Multiplication and 
division with tests. 
Graphics 80% Sound 70% 
Content 90% Overall * * * 

Maths Invaders (Stell) £7.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Space Invaders in disguise. 
Sheet the sums with the 
answers. 
Graphics 75% Sound 75% 
Content 75% Overall * % * 

Monster Maths (Shards) £6.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
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Five different maths games. 
Lots of fun. Enter your friend’s 
name, get the sums right and see 
the monster eat your friend! 
Graphics 80% ~ Sound 80% 
Content 85% Overall % & & 

Fun to Learn (Shards) £6.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Five games covering numbers 
and words. 
Graphics 80% Sound 80% 
Content 85% Overall * &  * 

Decimals (Chalksoft) £9.25 
Cassette CBM 64 
Dry, drill-like lessons in 
decimals. 
Graphics 50% Sound n/; 
Content 75% Overall * 

Word Wobbler 
Cassette CBM 64 
A spelling bee using letters on a 
grid as meanies trying to catch 
you. 1500 word vocabulary and 
you can add your own. 8 years 

(Longmans) 

+. 
Graphics 80% Sound 65% 
Content 85% Overall * * * 

BMX Number Jump (Long- 
mans) Cassette CBM 64 
Jump your bike over the gate 
with the answer to the sum at 
the top of the screen. Watch out 
for the Kangaroos. 6-10 years. 
Graphics 85% Sound 65% 
Content 80% Overall * * * 

3D Hypermaths (Longmans) 
Cassette CBM 64 
Avoid the meteors and get the 
sums right. Fast and furious. 8 

Sound 80% 
Overall * &  * Content 90% 

The Wordbird (Diskovery) 
£14.95 Disc CBM 64 
Animated cartoon _ sequences 
help with propositions. 6-12 
years. 
Graphics 95% Sound 75% 
Content 75% Overall + * 

Time Zone (Diskovery) £14.95 
Disc CBM 64 
Cartoons illustrate time and 
extend vocabulary and use of 
before, after etc. 6-12 years. 
Graphics 95% Sound 75% 
Content 75% Overall * * * 

Word Feud (Audiogenic) Cas- 
sette CBM 64 
Find the matching word in 
the word square before the 
computer. 
Graphics 80% Sound 60% 
Content 75% Overall & * 

Run Rabbit Run (Hill Mac- 
Gibbon) £6.95 Cassette CBM 
64 
Fun game which helps to 
strengthen logic and arithmetic 
skills. Guide rabbits to their 
burrows avoiding the fox. 8 
years +. 

Graphics 75% Sound n/a 
Content 75% Overall * * * 

Ballooning (Hill MacGibbon) 
£9.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Basic scientific and mathematic 
skills are used as you learn to fly 
and land a balloon. 8 years +. 
Graphics 70% Sound 50% 
Content 75% Overall * * 

Car Journey (Hill MacGibbon) 
£9.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Learn map reading, route plan- 
ning and use mathematical skills 
to run a profitable road delivery 
service. 9 years +. 
Graphics 75% Sound 60% 
Content 80% Overall * * * 

Secret Agent (Hill MacGibbon) 
£9.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Great fun as you read coded 
messages and chase around the 
capitals of Europe trying to 
outwit an enemy agent. 9 years 
+. 
Graphics 85% Sound 60% 
Content 90% Overall # & % 

Punctuation Pete (Hill Mac- 
ai bon) £9.95 Cassette CBM 

Good clear graphics are used to 
test punctuation as you correct 
@ page on the screen. On the 
reverse of the cassette is a 
thesaurus and a hangman game, 
Good value. 9 years +. 
Graphics 85% Sound 60% 
Content 90% Overall + 

Brief Reviews 

Pre-school 

French Mistress (level A) (Kos- 
mos) Cassette CBM 64 
A language lesson which will 
help school children and 
tourists alike. Teaches and tests 
vocabulary. 
Graphics 75% Sound 50% 
Content 85% Overall * * * 

German Master (level B) (Kos- 
mos) Cassette CBM 64 
This second level cassette 
teaches and tests vocabulary 
and grammar. 
Graphics 75% Sound 50% 
Content 85% Overall * * 

Danger Mouse and the Black 
Forest Chateau (Creative 
Sparks) Cassette CBM 64 
A easy to use adventure with 
lovely pictures of DM and 
Penfold. 
Graphics 90% Sound n/a 
Content 85% Overall % * & & 

Kids on Keys (Spinnaker) £9.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Teaches the child where letters 
are on the keyboard plus simple 
reading games. 3 to 9 years. 
Graphics 90% Sound 80% 
Content 90% Overall * * * * 



NAL SPECIAL 
Make a Face (Spinnaker) £9.95 
Cassette CBM 64 
Fun as you create faces from 
the bank of noses, ears etc. 
Faces can be animated. Memory 
game. 3 to 8 years. 
Graphics 90% Sound 50% 
Content 90% Overall % %& %& 

Story Machine (Spinnaker) 
£9.95 Cassette CBM 64 
Write simple stories and watch 
the machine illustrate them. 
Find out how “‘the Bumpus zots 
the boy’? 5 to 9 years. 
Graphics 90% Sound 85% 
Content 90% Overall % & * 

Up and Add "Em (Fisher-Price) 
£9.95 Cartridge CBM 64 
Teach 3 to 7 year olds simple 
number skills while watching 
jumping rabbits and other 
animals. 
Graphics 90% Sound 90% 
Content 90% Overall + & 

Number Tumblers (Fisher- 
Price) £9.95 Cartridge CBM 64 
A fast-moving game in which 
you jump about a grid solving 
arithmetical problems. 
Graphics 95% Sound 90% 
Content 95% Overall x * * 

Not seen 

Master Maths (LCL) £90 

Micro Maths (LCL) £24.50 

Animated Arithmetic (LCL) £6.50 

French 64 (Dynamite) £12.95 

German 64 (Dynamite) £12.98 

Your Adventure (LTS) £10.95 

Mathemagic Land (LTS) £8.95 

Space Adventure (LTS) £11.95 

Commodore has a wide range of 
CBM 64 software for all age 
groups. Insufficient time to get 
review samples. 

*O” Level and CSE 

Biology (Longmans) Cassette 
CBM 64 
Revision check list. Detailed 
revision of heredity, food and 
skeleton, Well thought out. 
Graphics 85% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall & % * * 

‘Chemistry (Longmans) Cassette 
CBM 64 
General and detailed revision. 
Graphics 85% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall + & * & 

Mathematics (Longmans) Cas- 
sette CBM 64 
General and detailed revision. 
Graphics 85% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall * & * * 

Physics (Longmans) Cassette 
CBM 64 
General and detailed revision. 
Graphics 90% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall # * & * 

French (Longmans) Cassette 
CBM 64 
Tests grammar, translation and 
teaches some geography. 
Graphics 90% ‘Sound n/a 
Content 85% Overall % & * 

Computer Studies (Longmans) 
Cassette CBM 64 
Generla and detailed revision. 
Graphics 85% Sound n/a 
Content 90% Overall & & 

Romeo and Juliet (Penguin) 
Cassette CBM 64 
Database approach to revising 
Shakespeare. Cross reference 
facility is ideal aid to essay 
writing. 
Graphics 80% Sound n/a 
Content 95% Overall + & 

‘Twelfth Night (Penguin) Cas- 
sette CBM 64 
Database approach to revising 
Shakespeare. Cross reference 

y is ideal aid to essay 
B 

Graphics 80% Sound n/a 
Content 95% Overall % * * * 

Not seen 

Physics (Micro-de-Bug Consul- 
tancy) VIC-20 

Biology (Micro-de-Bug Consul- 
taney) VIC-20 

Maths (CSE) (Micro-de-Bug 
Consultancy) VIC-20 

Commodore has a wide range 
of CBM 64 software for all age 
groups. Insufficient time to get 
review samples, 
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in the teaching of infants, 
juniors and children of all ages 
with learning and behavioural 
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freelance author and software 
reviewer. She has two children 
who served as willing testers of 
the software described in this 
supplement. 
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EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL 

Applied Systems Knowledge, | mew Hse, 92 Fleet St, London 
London Hse, 42 Upper Rich: | EC4 
mond Rd, London SW14 8DD | Kosmos Software, 1 Pilgrims 
Audiogenic, 39 Suttons Ind Cl, Hartington, Dunstable, 

Park, London Rd, Reading | Beds LUS 6LX 
RGUSAZ LCL, 26 Avondale Ave, Staines 

Middx 
Learning and Training Systems, 

= ydon Hse, Alcester Rd, Channel 8, 51 Fishergate, Pres- | Studley, Warwicks B80 7AP 
ton, Lanes PRI 88H 

Lapras Longman Software, Longman 
Coins, § Grafton St, London | yise, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex 

as M20 2JE 
Commodore Business Machines 7 Mirrok” Grou 
1 Hunters Rd, Weldon, Corby, | Mirrowsott, Mirror Group 
Rocthants NIT IOX London ECIP 1DQ 
Creative Sparks, Thomson Hse, s 2 
262 Farnborough — Rd, | Paards: Ste. Roveratt Hse. 
Farnborough GU14 7NU 

Softsel, Central Way, N Fel Diskovery, (Softchoice), 52 fils 
Platts La, Hampstead, London reading Bat, Feltham, 
NW3 7NT 
Dynamite Software, BCM 
8713, London WCIN 3XX 
Ebury Software, National Mag- 
azine House, 72 Broadwick Stell, 36 Limefield Ave, Whal 
London WIV 2BP ley, Lanes 

Fisher-Price, see Spinni Sulis, 4 Church St, Abbey 
Good Housekeeping, sce Ebury | Green, Bath, Avon BAI INL 
Software 

Hill. Mac 
Toddlersoft, | Cat La, Cottage, 

bon, St Barthole- | Ewelme, Oxon 

SOLID STATE SOFTWARE 
Entonded Basle pene Coe ROLLABALL £695 
Minimemory 
Porsonal Recotd A challenging game of skill 

a / plying qu its and stead Electrics , oe eee 
CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
PARCO Software 

Poe ROLLABALL moves over them 

MODULES UNDER €101 : 
“Zoro zap omnes in labrary case r THE ROYAL QUEST +695 Besse VIRGIN Games 

tAmazeing and very large vocatulary 
“Hustle 4 

*OUR PRICE £9.95 , 4 THE MOORS CHALLENGE 1695 
ATARISOFT for TI-99/4A 9: An ancient game of strategy and cunning Capture all 

Jungle Huet c Your opponents counters tu win Play against your 
an Pati Amstrad CPC 464 at any of five skill levels, fram simpl 

au. Foun ABOVE to advanced or play against 4 frend, you ean even mak 
+ FREE BASIC TUTOR the computer play against itself 
CASSERTE-c18.00 

Send chequesP Os payable to 

For a free price list and further information send a s.a.e. t WIMESLIP 

4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, HONITON SOFT 
DEVON EX14 8QS, TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 THE OLD PRIMARY Serloor 
Access orders taken by telephone. STONEYBURN, WEST LOTHIAN EH47 8AP 
All prices are inclusive VAT and p&p. 
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King Arthur's 
Quest 

Sprectrum 48K 
£7.95 

MacGibbon, 92 
London EC4Y 1DH 

Hilly Fleet 
Stree 

Adventure games seem to be 
gaining in sophistication by the 
day. Itis rather strange then that 
this game seems to have 
number of the newer featu 
mixed with older and less 
attractive ones. In its favour are 
the range graphics, which are 
display the location along with 
those in front in a fan shape. 

There is also part of the screen 
that is kept for the objects that 
you have found and picked up 
along the way. The game is 
played on an eight section board, 
each with a 10 by 10 grid size 
This cannot all be held in 

Aztec, Hunt 
for the Sun 

God 
Spectrum 48K 

£7.95 

Hill MacGibbon, 92 Fleet Street, 
London EC4Y 1DH 

Designed as an educational 
adventure for children and 
programmed by the education 
specialists Five Ways Software 
lyou might expect a great deal + 
from this. It is well packaged and ; 
the box contains the cassette 
instructions and a poster which’ 
includes a code-breaking chart 

You can play the part of 
lQuick-lizard who awakes from a 
ldream to find that all the people| 
lof his village have disappeared 
land so has the sun 

You are given a view of your 
surroundings in a three 
dimensional perspective and can 
move forward or turn in either| 
direction. All the possible} 
‘options are placed on the number 
keys and a keyboard template| 
supplied. 

If you pick up an object, it is 
shown on the right of the screen] 

a nice touch. If you find 
s, the direction that you 

fare facing is indicated on the 
lcompass and this changes as you 
turn around, . 

The speed of the graphics is 
slow but this is only a minor 
problem. The instructions are 

4% 

‘only fair, there is a buzz every so} 
this| often but nowhere 

explained or mentioned 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kkk k 

\ 

reload part way through, 
The features that aren’s so 

attractive, are the lack of input 
options which the game offers 
‘These are reduced to 10 and each 
is placed on a single, number, 
key. There are no room 
descriptions in the traditional 
sense either but there are plenty 
of objects and locations to keep 
your interest. 

I cannot see this being a hit 
with the more serious adventure 
players but it will 
children 

Melbourne Hse, 39 Milton 
3} Trading Est, Abingdon, Oxon 

OXI4 4TD 

The setting is London, in 
Victorian England. You start off 
at home in Baker Street at 8am 
‘one Monday morning. On 
leaving your house you must hail 
acab, set off to find a crime and 
then solve it 

To move between the many 
sections of the game you have to 
take cabs. You tell the cabbie 
where in London you want to go 
and then wait until you arrive at 
your destination. The problem 
with this is that you must know 
the places where Sherlock would 
go to — if you don’t then the 
game comes to a standstill 
because you can’t go very far on 

CCS, 14 Langton Way, Lon 
SE3 7TL 

is not what most people we 
expect of an adventure, 
more like a fusion of maze 

The action takes place in 
time and you have a grap] 
screen showing location and 
of land that surrounds you. 

that will allow you do so. 
A great de 

in barrows, 

Legends for 
adventurers 
Mythical characters of long 
ago provide the setting for 

more excitement 

foot 
Just like its predecessor The 

Hobbit, you should enter 
instructions in full sentences. 
Some screens have a small 
picture although all have detailed 
descriptions. 

The game is hard and will take 
months of playing to complete. 
Any buyers should bear in mind 
that reading Sherlock Holmes 
books might help. KA. 

70% 
85% 
80% 
0% 

instructions 
display 
ease of use 
value for money 

kkk 
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Barrowquest 
Spectrum 48K 

Sold as an adventure game, this 

adventure games and has much collected, The save game facility 
more in common with the Valley 

aim is to recover Sartraks Stone 
and in order to do so you must 
wander all over the Borderland 
collecting the objects and tools 

eal of the searching is 
burial mounds of 

zr - 

a race now long dead. These 
comprise a number of 
labyrinthine passages and levels 
and there are only two ways out 
The first is to enter another 
barrow, the second to find some 
x-pills and walk through a wall, 

There are plenty of monsters 
‘ould who don’t like the look of you, 
It is anda number of weapons to find 
and which appear on the screen when 

ndon 

is essential i this good but not 
terribly addictivegame. D.C. 

hical 
type instructions 759% 
The playability 70% 

graphics 759%, 
value for money 70% 

Activision, 15 Harley House, 
Marylebone Rd, Regents Park,| 
London NWI 

This game should come with al 
government health warning — it 
destructs your joysticks, makes 
you unpopular with the rest. of, 
ihe family at peak TV viewing} 
times and eventually drives you 
insane. 

On ‘screen there is a grid of| 
elements: pipes, bends and joins. 
You may move along these 
Jelements and rotate them about 
their central points. Eventually} 

“A you should be able to join them 
all together so that they are} 

nnected to the central element 
n the grid, Now Zenji occurs — 

your aim in the game. 
If it sounds easy then believe 

me — it isn’t. When you turn one 
Jelement you may in some cases 
disconnect half of the elements} 
from the central one. 

To make the game harder| 
there are creatures which movel 
around the elements andi 
sometimes fire at you. Touching! 
either of these will cause you to 
lose your life 

The graphics are simple but 
very effective. A point to note is 
that every time you turn an 

{A clement the whole screen has to| 
be updated. This is done very 
fast and there is no noticeable 

[== 
, 

loss in speed. KL. 

instructions 70% 
playability 90% 
graphics 100% 
value for money 100% 

kek k & 

Y 
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ES Sa Se ee 
VIC-20 PROGRAMMING 

There seems to be a lot of 
snobbery attached to the use of 
machine code as a program- 
ming medium. Most of it comes 
from the software houses which 
deal in arcade games. The 
simple fact is that whilst 
machine code is vital for real 
time games with fancy graphics, 
it is not a necessity for all 
software. For example, I can 
recall using a well "known 
commercially written database 
which, apart from a SORT 
routine, used BASIC. In the 
hands of a competent program- 
mer using efficient algorithms, 
high level languages are a 
perfectly good medium for 
writing efficient programs. 

Occasionally, however, you 
will need a piece of fast graphics 
or perhaps a fast SORT or data 
acquisition routine which must 
be written in machine code. 
Such is life: the problem then 
becomes how to link the routine 
to BASIC in the most efficient 
way. Fortunately, CBM 
computers are stifficiently 
flexible to offer a range of 
interface techniques. The main 
problem is how to transfer data 
to and from the machine code. 
There are three simple methods 
available, 

The most usual approach is 
to POKE the data into an area 
‘of memory from which the 
machine code calls the data as 
required. This method limits 
you to values from 0 to 255. 
The VIC (and Commodore 64) 
have the added option of 
locations accessed by the 6502's 
registers during an SYS call 
(7800 holds accumulator, 781 
holds X register, 782 holds Y 
register and 783 holds the status 
register). This offers a simple 
means of data access. For 
example, to print a star at 
coordinates X,Y try: 

POKE781,Y: POKE782,X: 
POKE783,0: SYS65520: 
PRINT CHRS(42) 

The SYS command transfers 
the contents of these memory 
locations to the various 6502 
registers when called and 
returns the current values of 
the registers on returning to 
BASIC. Consequently the SYS 
call can transfer up to three 
parameters to and from a 
machine code routine. 

The USR command is a 
means of transferring one 
floating point number (in the 
range 0 to 65535). The routine 
takes the parameter Z in 
Y=USR(Z), converts it to 
floating point format and sticks 
it into floating point accumu- 
lator #1. If you are using non 
integers, there are a range of 
floating point routines 
available. If you are using 

integers, a call to $SD7F7 will 
convert the number to integer 
and put it in $14 and $15. 

The most versatile technique 
is to create your own BASIC 
command: ¢.g. SYS Z,A,B, 
would let pass two floating 
point numbers (A & B) to the 
routine at Z. What you must do 
is extract the data from the 
command with listing 1 

Listing 1 
JSR $0079...CHARGOT routine, 

fetches current byte in 
command 

JSR SCEFD. COM, is it a 
comma? if not print SYN- 
TAX ERROR 

JSR SCDBA...evaluate express- 
jon test and reject if non 
numeric 

JSR SD7F7...convert number to 
integer in $14 & $15 

LDA S14 
STA ML 
LDA $15 
STA M2 

four 
save the parameter in RAM. 
You must repeat this sequence 
for each parameter. The flexi- 
bility of this method is that 
expressions can be used, e.g. 

The last instructions 

SYS Z, S*SIN(A), Y 1.5 
would be accepted. 

For the adventurous, the 
ideal means of transferring data 
is by using the BASIC variables. 
Don’t panic, it’s quite easy. 
Normal variables are stored as 
seven bytes. The first two bytes 
hold the ASCII values of the 
name. If the name is only one 
character then the second byte 
is zero. e.g. for variable A, the 
bytes are 65 and 0. The other 
five bytes are the value of the 
variable. Listing 2 shows how to 
extract the value of the variable 
as an integer. The call to SDOE7 
finds the variable whose name is 
in $45 and $46 and puts its 
address in $47 and $48. The call 
to SDBA2 loads floating point 
accumulator #1 with the 
floating point number located 
at the address in $47 and $48. 
The rest is obvious. 

Well, there you have it. Try 
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Interfacing 
machine 
code to 
BASIC 

Allen Webb leads 
the fundamental principles 
involved in his article on 
machine code and BASIC 

ou through 

messing about with these tech- 
niques, I am sure it will improve 
your programming efforts. 

Listing 2 
Routine to convert variable A to 
‘an integer and store the result in 
memory locations M1 and M2 
LDA #65 :REM_ A...first 

letter of variable's name 
STAS4S 
DA #0 :REM No second 

letter 
STA $46 
JSR SDOE7 :REM find variable 

LDA $47 :REM least significant 
byte of A’s address 

LDY $48 :REM most significant 
byte of A’s address 

JSR SDBA2 :REM load A into 
Floating Accumulator #1 

JSR SD7E7_:REM convert FAC 
#1 to integer in $14,S15 

LDA Si4 
STA M1 
LDA SIS 
STA M2 
RTS 

So you've created your finest 
master-piece, a combination of 
BASIC with some machine code 
graphics. The only problem is 
where to put the machine code 
so that it won’t be corrupted 
and how can it be loaded with 
the BASIC. Fear not, the 
versatile VIC (and Commodore 
64) have several solutions. to 
your problem. 

Let us first take an idea from 
the Sinclair machines. Type in 
listing 1 at the end of this article 
and run it (without any memory 
expansion). What does it do? 
The REM has reserved a series 
of bytes as asterisks. Line 10 
loads the machine code into this 
space. A nice, easy technique 
provided that you use no zero 
bytes (interpreted as end of line 
by the computer) and your code 
is less than 99 bytes long. 
Perhaps your code is a little 
longer? 

Due to the stable nature of, 
the memory map in the VIC, it 
is possible to reserve areas for 
your code. These areas are 
commonly used: i) The cassette 
buffer: the area 828-1019 
(S$033C-S$03FB). This area is 

over-written if you use the 
cassette. ii) Lower the top of| 
memory: Listing 2 will reserve 
space for BY bytes 
starting at location CS. 
the start of BASIC: Listing 3 
will reserve space for BY bytes 
starting at CS. This routine 
should be run before loading 
the main program. 

Having reserved a piece of 
memory, the usual approach is 
to read’ the code from data 
statements and POKE it into 
the reserved area. If your code 
is too large to put into data 
statements, you could save it by 
using the SAVE command in a 
machine code monitor. The 
code can then be loaded direct 
from the BASIC program. 
Since the program will be re-run 
automatically when the code is, 
loaded, you should use a flag to 
allow for this (listing 4). 

The really slick way of doing 
the job is to tack the code to the 
top of the BASIC and SAVE or 
LOAD them together. First 
locate the end of BASIC (start 
of variables) by PEEKing 
locations 45 and 46. Locate the 
code so that it starts at this 
address. SAVE the portion of 
code from the start of BASIC 
(locations 43 & 44) and finish at 
the end of the machine code 
plus 1. You should take care, 
however, since altering the 
BASIC will corrupt the code. 

So, as you can see, you are 
really spoilt for choice. In my 
experience, most. programmers 
use either’ the data statement 
method or the direct loading 
technique. Saving the BASIC 
and code together is probably 
best but it requires the greatest 
amount of care, 

Listing 1 
© GOTO 10 
5 REM* 

10 FOR I = 4110 TO 4124: 
READ X: POKE 1X: NEXT 

20 DATA. 162,1,138,157,0,30, 
169,6,157,0,150,232,208,244, 
96, 

30 SYS 4110 

Listing 2 
10 MEMTOP = PEEK(46)*256 

+ PEEK(45) 
SC = MEMTOP - BY 
POKE 46,SC/256: POKE 45, 
(SC AND 255) 

se 

Listing 3 
10 SC = PEEK(44)*256 + 

PEEK(43) 
NES = SC + BY 
POKE 642, NES/256: POKE 
641, (NES AND 255): SYS 
644824 

ss 

Listing 4 
10 IF PEEK(1)=255 THEN 30: 

REM TEST FLAG TO SEE 
IF CODE IS LOADED 

20 POKE 1,255: LOAD" YOUR 
CODE"}i,1 

30 REM REST OF BASIC 



You need all 
your skill and 
very fast 
reactions to 
succeed in this 
game by 
James Hardie. 
You can take 
part in World 
War Il action 

Chocks 
wey! 

This game takes you into the 
danger-filled skies above enemy plane or shoot 
occupied Europe during World | | 999 eps my War Il < 3000-3050. shoot routine Your skills as a fighter pilot | | Sopp-gyay irc foul 
are really put to the test as you | | 3999-7999. instructions 
have to destroy 10 enemy | | §000-8340 user defined graphics bombers to prevent them | | 9000-9930 end messages 
dropping their lethal cargo. 

You are given a view from 
your cockpit window and you 
chase the bombers through the 
sky one at a time. 

Use the cursor keys to move 
and once the enemy plane is in 
the centre of the screen use the 
space bar to shoot it down. 

Variables 
AS-ES parts of enemy aircraft 
FS-HS screen 
ACS aircraft body 
TS tail 
X,¥ position of aircraft 
MS,NS_ bullets Remember that since you are | | FU’ fuel 

looking out of your plane, the | | AM ammunition 
enemy plane seems to be | | HI hits 
moving up when you move | | SK% skill level 
down and vice versa 

How it works Hints on conversion 
PAPER/INK set. background/ 

foreground colours 
50 chooses colours 
60 turns off key/click cursor 
70-80 subroutines for instruc- |} | PLOT x,y equivalent to PRINT tions AT 100-180 set up main variables KEYS reads keyboard 200-290 set up screen POKE 618.10 turns off key/ 300-320 move enemy aircraft via 

subroutine 
340-350 decrease 

status report 
400-460 read keyboard, move 

click cursor 
EXPLODE pre-defined sound 
SOUND/PLAY — sound com 

mands which can be removed 
or replaced 

fuel print 

REM FIGHTER PATROL 
REM BY JAMES HARDIE 
REM 1984 

PAPERG: INK& 

POKE618,18 

GOSUB7000 
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88 GOSUBBO8a 

FORC=1T022: PRINT: NEXTC. 
PLOT1,0,F# 
PLOT1, 20,G6¢ 
FORC=1TO2@STEP2:PLOT1 ,C,H#:NEXTC 
PLOT1,10,"*" 
PLOT38, 18,"e" 
FORC=48880T04908QSTEP4Q: POKEC ,21:POKEC+1 
POKE616,22: PRINT "AMMUNITION="3AM;" HITS= 

L=";FU 
. 290 PLOT19,10,A¢ 
3@@ GOSUB1000 
31 PLOTX,Y,AC# 
320 PLOTX,Y-1,T$ 
34Q FU=FU-1: IFFU=QTHEN9700 
350 POKE616,22: PRINT" AMMUNITION="3AM3" HITS=";HI3" FUE 

L=";FU 
400 KS=KEYS 

410 IFK#=CHR$ (32) THENGOSUB3S@20 
420 IFK#=CHR$ (11) THENY=Y+1:PLOTX,Y-2," ":PLOTX,Y-1 

rh “; IFY>18THENY=18 

430 IFKS=CHR$ (1) THENY=Y-1:PLOTX,Y+1," “: IFYS3THEN 
Y=3 
440 IFKS=CHR# (8) THENX=X+1: PLOTX-1,Y,32:PLOTX-1,Y-1,32: 
IFX>S2THENX=32 

450 IFK#=CHR$ (9) THENX=X-1:PLOTX+5, Y,32: IFX<STHENX=3 
460 PLOTX,Y,AC$:PLOTX,Y—-1,T# 
9997 GOTOS2O 
1@@@ RN=INT(RND(1)*6)+1 

101@ IFRN=1 THENX=X—1:PLOTX+5,Y,32: IFX<STHENX=3 

1020 IFRN=2THENX=X+1:PLOTX-1,Y,32:PLOTX-1,Y-1,32: IFX>3 

2THENX=32 
1@3@ IFRN=3THENY=Y—1:PLOTX,Y+1," FY<3THENY=3 
1049 IFRN=4THENY=Y+1:PLOTX,Y-2," LOTX,Y-1," 

": IFY>18THENY=18 
1950 IFRN=SANDACS=ASTHENACS=CS: 
1@6@ IFRN=S5ANDAC$=C#THENACS=ES: 
1970 IFRN=SANDAC$=E#THEN1@00 
108@ IFRN=6ANDAC$=ASTHEN1Q00 
1090 IFRN=6ANDAC$=C#THENACS=A$ 
110@ IFRN=6ANDACS=E$THENACS=C: 
2000 RETURN 
3000 M$="/":D=8:E=29:NS="\" 
3005 AM=AM-1: IFAM=QTHEN9@QO 
3010 FORC=19TO1@STEP-1: D=D+1:E=E-1 
3015 IFM$="/"THENSOUND1 ,1,9:SOUND4,1,15:PLAY1,1,8,0 
3020 PLOTD,C,M$:PLOTE,C,NS 
3030 IFM$="/"THENPLAYO,2,0,0 



3032 NEXT 
3035 S=SCRN(18,9) : IFS=1@830RS=1040RS=1070RS=1880RS=109T 

HENGOTOS@a@o 
3037 IFS=1150RS=11460RS=117THENGOTOS@2O 
3040 IFM$="/"THENM$="_":D=8:N$="_":E=29:GOTO3010 
3850 RETURN 
5@QQ PLOT14,9,CHRS(1)+"  ywxz 
5@1@ PLOT14,8,CHR$(1)+" = Ct 
5@20 PLOTI4,10,CHR#(1)+" = %3 
5@3Q FORC=1T0S@: EXPLODE: NEXT 
5@40 HI=HI+1: IFHI=1QTHEN952@ 
S5Q5Q X=20:Y=10 
5868 GOTO200 
5999 END 
7@00 CLS 
7@1@ PLOT9,1,CHR$(10)+CHR$(1)+"FIGHTER PATROL" 
7020 PLOT?,2,CHR$ (10) +CHR$(6)+"FIGHTER PATROL" 
7@3@ PRINT: PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"THE OBJECT OF THIS 

GAME IS TO SHOOT “ 
7048 PRINT"DOWN 18 HIGHLY MANOEUVRABLE AIRCRAFT" 
7@5@ PRINT"WHICH HAVE JUST BOMBED YOUR AIRFIELD." 
7@68 PRINT"TG DO THIS YOU MUST MOVE YOUR AIRCRAFT" 
7870 PRINT"USING THE CURSOR KEYS UNTIL THE ENEMY" 
7080 PRINT"APPEARS IN THE CENTRE OF THE SCREEN," 
7898 PRINT"AND THEN SHOOT IT DOWN USING THE SPACE" 
7108 PRINT"BAR. UNFORTUNATELY YOU HAVE LIMITED " 
711@ PRINT"FUEL AND AMMUNITION TO COMPLETE YOUR" 
7120 PRINT" TASK" 
7130 PRINT: INPUT"INPUT SKILL LEVEL 1-18 (1@=EASY)";SK% 
714@ IFSK%>1@ORSKZ%< 1 THEN700 
7150 AM=SK%#10: FU=SKZ*100 
7900 RETURN 
7999 END 
8888 FORC=46080+ (97*8) TO46080+ (125%*8) +7 
8010 READDTA:POKEC , DTA: NEXT: GOTOS8310 
8028 DATA63,31,15,7,3,1,0,0'a 
8930 DATAS2,60,56,48,32,0,0,0'b 
8040 DATAG,8,1,3,7,15,31,63'c 
8959 DATAQ,0,0,32,48,56,60,62'd 
8268 DATA®,4,12,28,68,28,12,4'e 
8270 DATAQ,8,12,14,15,14,12,8'F 
8080 DATA4,4,5,14,62,1,0,0'g 
8290 DATAB,8,40,28,31,32,0,0°h 
8100 DATA,0,2,0,0,2,2,2°i 
8110 DATAG,Q,0,0,0,32,32,32'5 
8120 DATA2,2,7,7,65,63,8,0'k 
8130 DATAZ8,28,35,35,35,35,28,28'1 
8140 DATAS2,32,48,48,63,63,0,0'm 
8150 DATA@,0,0,0,0,0,0,1'n 
8160 DATA16,16,16,16,17,17,17,42’0 
8170 DATA®,0,0,0,40,60,60,3'p 
8188 DATAS2,32,32,32,32,32,32,56'q 
8190 DATA1,1,63,63,63,0,0,0'r 
8200 DATA62,62,62,62,62,1,1,1's 
8210 DATAS,3,3,3,3,60,60,60't 
8220 DATAS6,56,63,63,63,8,0,0'u 
8230 DATAG,2,48,48,48,0,0,0'v 
8242 DATAS7,6,27,22,43,10,20,33'w 
8250 DATA18,52,44,58,46,52,43,51°x 



8268 

8270 
8288 

8290 

8308 

8310 
8320 

8330 

8340 
9200 
9018 

90820 

9838 

9500 

9510 
9520 

9780 

@ 

9710 

9720 

AFT" 

97308 

9908 

9910 

99208 

9938 

DATAS2,26,4,5,63,1,10,4'y 
DATAB, 20,32, 63,40,8,22,1°z 
DATA4,2,36,4@,37,21,11,9 
DATAB,8,8,8,36,41,21,22 
DATA36,52,42,48,5,9,16,8 
FORC=46080+ (37*8) TO46080+ (38*8) +7 
READDTA: POKEC , DTA: NEXT: RETURN 
DATA26, 42,37,9,44444,4 
DATA4 4444454545454 
cLs 
PRINT"YOU RAN QUT OF AMMUNITION, BUT YOU DID" 
PRINT"MANAGE TO SHOOT DOWN “;HI;" ENEMY AIRCRAFT" 
GOTO9990 
PLOTS, 11,CHR$(1@) +CHR$ (1) +"CONGRATULATIONS" 
PLOTS, 12, CHR$ (10) +CHR$ (1) +"CONGRATULATIONS" 
WAITS@Q: CLS: GOTO9908 
FORC=1T0255: PAPERINT (RND (1) #8) : EXPLODE: NEXT: PAPER 

CLS:PRINT"YOU RAN OUT OF FUEL AND THEREFORE” 

PRINT“CRASHED. BUT YOU DID HIT ";HI;" ENEMY AIRCR 

GOTO9900 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT" DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GO? (Y/N) 

GETZ$#: IFZ$="Y" THENRUN 

IFZ$="N"THENCLS: END 

GOTO9910 

Title 
‘COMMODORE 64 ‘GHOSTHUSTERS 
BRUCE LEE RAID OVER MOSCOW 
PORT APOCALYPSE PRESS 

RASHMAN SUMMER GAMES 
TALES OF ARAN NOHTS, 
ZAXXON ftavoc KOKOTONI WILF BEACH HEAD 

Chess HAUNTED HEDGES 
ELECTRO FREDDIE AMERICAN FOOTBALL 

Special Christmas Prices ideal Christmas Presents 
for Micro Computers 

535 
All prices include VAT & Postage & Packing FREE 

Please state computer. 
Please make Cheques and Postal Orders payable t 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 
653 GREEN LANES, LONDON N8. TEL: 01-800 3156 
FURTHER TITLES AVAILABLE. SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS. 

Tile 
WORD Wise 

WOLF BACKPACKERS GUIDE 

BSSs ESERERSERERERR AREER RS Cee Sek eeS 

DALEY THOMPSON DEC (MAT LYNX 

RASHMAN 
LL WORLD CUP FOOTBALL DANGERMOUSE 

TOWER OF DESPAIR ZOMBIE: ZOMBIE 

MATCHPOINT 
TU GIANTS REVENGE 

RRRE SESSSesesesss3 ss3seeseeKze% 

& $9 EDDIE KID JUMP CHAL 63 AIRWOLE Sse 6% Inspr 3s $32 PYJAMARAMA 635 $3 AinTRAFrICCoNTROL 3.95 $9 STEVEDAVISSNOOKER 635 6% ac ‘ LITE 495.1 9 CHARTBUSTERS 398 4 RZAN 338 INDUSTRIAL 
SONOF BLAGGER 338 ‘TYNE & WEAR. TEL: ( 2 38 3 pe ALL TITLES AVAILABLE FROM TYNESOFT 

i iiss fae ane Pace 
z SUPERFILE 
98 238 [AREALLY USER FRIENDLY DATABASE 538 FORTHE 64. 

cnsacass £17.95. ox £19.95 
FIREMAN FRED ‘AUF WIEDERSEHEN MELB ROMAN FEED ESCUECATS, 00S & HELP OZ BLD AWALL DENK 1S BEER, eee 

wx £5.95 a £6.95 
£3.95 wcnicnen £6.95 
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igoannot get over the value for 

Sound Effects 
16K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Liainlan, Pontyberem, Llanelli, 
Dyfed SAIS SHP- 

The sound commands on the 
Spectrum are not easy to use 
from BASIC, so I have tied 
using them from machine code. 

This program offers the writer 

you 

a whole range of ready made the correct position in your moment. Here is the chance to I can't wait to see if micro sounds that he can use in his program. win a prize using your Spectrum users are just as hooked on Bingo Programs with a single USR — It would have been nice to be and a great deal of luck or time. astherestofthe world! D.C. command. The first part offers able to relocate the code, but it f The game is an automatic the options of hearing one or all works very well, D.C. Bingo machine with four cards instructions 85% the sounds already defined. As displayed and one not displayed playability 80% there are 97 sounds this means instructions played by the Spectrum, As usual graphics 80% there is a whole variety to choose ease of use any line in any direction filled value for money 80% from. There are whistles, shots, graphics allows you to shout ‘Bingo’ and ‘burps, helicopters, machine guns 
and throaty coughs all available 
and ready to be put into your 
program. All that is needed to set 
up the machine code, is that you 

PCW Games 
Collection 

BBC/Electron 
£4.95 

Century, 12 Greek St, London 
WIV SLE 

If 1 was allowed to judge the 
Computer Users Stocking Filler 
fof the year award I would give it 
ito this package of programs. 1 

money aspect: 20 games for 
funder £5. That's what I call 
value. The real purpose of the * 
collection is to stop you getting: 
callouses on your fingers, for th 
is the cassette of the book with’ 
the same name. 

The collection is made uy 
games previously published. by 
PCW in their program section| 
land there is a fair variety to 
choose from. 

‘There are strategy games like! 

Y 

jused and this would be useful if] 
th, you wanted to learn from the 

games. 
There are several differences| 

between the two collections, | 
Electron and BBC but for the 
most part they are the same. All 
fare written in BASIC and offer’ 
the opportunity for you to 
Imodify them to your personal 

‘desire. An outstanding collection| 
‘at just 25p a game, D.C. 

instructions £599 
playability 
graphics soe 
\ value for money 100% 

Black hole and action games like 
Lander. Some are old standards 
but several are new and all worth 
a look. 

The book contains a run down 
lof the programming techniques 

zkakekk 

build up the selection of the 
sounds you need and then select 
the save option. 

This saves both the sound 
data, 
selected, and the code to replay 
the sound. As you save the sound 
addresses of 
sounds then you insert these at 

value for money 

J] JT £0 
Bingo 

48K SPECEFUMM srsicied by the winner of your 
home game before you can apply £5.95 for the real thing. Then you Tynesoft, Addison Ind Est, record a piece of data and send Blaydon-on-Tyne, Tyne & Wear, the tape to the publisher who NE2I 4ZE sends another tape and so on. 

The game is visually fine with 
1 suppose that 1 should have each call shown effectively and, 
expected something like this if you have the Currah Speech sooner or later, with Britain unit, they are called out loud and gripped in Bingo mania at the clear. 

for the sounds you 

can write down the call 
the particular 

claim your prize. As there is a 
‘winner in every game, getting a 
real prize isn't that simple. 

There are four numbers at the 
bottom of the screen to be 

Amstrad 
CPC464 £6.95 

Timestip, Main St, Stoneyburn,| 
W Lothian, EH47 8AP Action 

package 
We're keeping you on your 

toes this week, 
asleep over ¢ 

% 

Thave to admit that this is a very 
original game and one that I have 
never seen before. The aim is to 
keep the ball rolling around the 
complex track displayed on 
screen. This consists of roads 
which criss cross and intersect 
with the others at junctions. You 
have a panel which you slide} 
around the board changing the 
nature of these junctions as you! 

44% 50. 
“@_ If you are careful and can 

follow the road along its path 
you can keep the ball rolling until 
the Wraparound effect comes} 
into play, 

‘This means that the ball will go! 
off one edge and then return on 
the opposite edge and makes the 
game a litte easier. 

The instructions, on screen 
only, are inadequate and only 
confused me. You have to play a) 
number of moves before you get} 
the idea at all. 

There is a good screen 
appearance but the game lacks 
the quality that you would expect 
from this capable machine, More 

you won't fall 
his little lot 

Erbert 
Electron 
£4.95 

Microbyte, 18 Hillsgrove Rd, 
Newquay, Cornwall TR7 292 

bananas in this pyramid. The| 
hhats act as transporters around 
the grid and the bananas double| 
your points. The usual balls and 
Spinning discs are there, along No prizes for guessing what type with a black hole that sucks you. 4 of a game this is. You jump right off the board if you touch golour and sound could have round the pyramid with gay itt z (@been ‘given and’ bonus screens 

abandon in this. As I said the extra features are coek av en eNO ‘Copying an old arcade game at there and the graphic shapes are| xe this time is rather risky unless good but the movement routines 5 5 
you include extra features that are strange and made me blink a Piavastiens 50% Teally pep it up. This version great deal. PW playability 80% 
does have a number of interest- lp A ecartics 55% value for money 65% instructions 

playability 
graphics 
value for mont 

ing and new features but they 
don’t quite make it. Chasing you 
on the maze there is a gorilla 
which looks excellent graphically 
but moves rather too fast for me. 
This is a problem with a number 
of the other characters to0, the 
ball looks transparent, it moves 
so fast down the grid 

You can collect hel ——— and 
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Watch where 
you tread — 
there's hidden 
mines about. 
Use your skill 
and quick 
reactions in 
this game by 
Barry Hayman 

This program runs on the 
ZX81, and should also run on 
the Spectrum. Although it is 
written in BASIC, it is quite 
fast. 

‘You must dodge the mines on 
sereen. You can only move a 
restricted number of times and 
you can select how many mines 
to avoid. 

The more mines there are, 
and the more moves you make, 
the greater the points you win. 

A set page is available, which 
is similar but harder. 

Full instructions are included 
in the program, 

Don’t step 
on a mine! 

How it works 
1-5. set up variables 
10-80 instruction routine, how 

‘many mines and steps 
90-205 ‘set up main routine for 

game 
210-310 set up INKEYS, succeed 

or fail 
312-320 success routine 
1000-1055 crash routine 
1000-1120 scores, new game 

routine 
2000-6990 set page for experts 
7000-7100 instructions 

Variables 
NB number of mines 
LT number of steps per screen 
§ number of steps moved 
D_ your direction 
YP your position corresponding 

to position on screen 
OFT display file 

* 
A /83 4% 
* FeeREER 

D=o 
4 LET S=0 
S CET OFI=(PEEK 16996+256+#PEE 
8397) +4 
@ PRINT AT 12,5; "WANT INSTRUC 

rroNs 7" 
ae TA 
3a I= THEN IF Agila ="y" 

THEN ui Bao 
40 
so AT 10,5; "NUMBER OF MI 

NES 2 
Se 
20 
ae @,5;"HOW MANY STE 

ae 
3 

10a 
le. YP=DFI+(A3#ia+15) 
118 
12@ FOR O=1 TO NB 
13Q PRINT AT RND#20,RND#31; "Xx" 
14a NEXT © 
SO PRINT 97 2a 

16@ FOR A=1_TO 28 
i270 PRINT “E'; TAB 31; "a 
180 NEXT A 
196 PRINT 

200 SLOW 
205 POKE YP,28 
210 IF INKEYS THEN GOTO 210 
228 LET AS=INKEY 
23@ LET O=(AS$= A "I" 4334 
(AS="X") -33 4 (AS=" 
Eee FOR O=1 TO LT 

$2 YP 
ro 

27s 
280 
290 
(Ag=" 
sie 
Sie 

313 PRINT AT 12,4; "Ss 
OON 
Sig PRINT AT 13,4; "Ts 

31S FOR O=i TO SO 
316 NEXT @ 
328 GOTO 100 

1898 POKE vy¥P,e3 
1001 FOR O=1 TO 2a 
1210 POKE YF,PEEK YP-128 

22 NEXT @ 
1838 FOR _G=1 TO Ss 
1240 NEXT O 
19S5@ CLS 
2aSs FAST 
1060 PRINT “YOU WENT 73," STEPS 

Q61 PRINT “ON A SETTING OF “;NB 
ie AND “;LT;" STEPS PER 

ye "SCORE ‘ohe;” + 

S64 PRINT 
1965S PRINT EQUALS “; INB4+LT) #5 
1070 PRINT 
e7S SLOW 
260 PRINT “PRESS 

ME SETTING PRES 
FFERENT SETTINGS” 
2198S PRINT “PRESS 
GE. bs 
1090 LET A=INKEYS 
1100 S$" THEN GOTO 99 
2110 THEN GOTG 40 
2115 THEN GOTO 2000 
1120 
2300 
22 
10 0) I i) y a g 
2250 PRIN mE a 

2240 PRINT i it be 

2250 PRINT "SS Ma Sm a6 
a: = « 

2250 PRINT “J 
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2330 PRINT 

2340 PRINT. 
par 
w al al t) v bal re a 

2370 PRINT 

SSO PRINT 

2385 LET LT=282 
2599 GoTo 6950 
6350 LET Sno : 6991 LET YP=DFI+ (55411415) 6332 GOTO 200 
6999 STOP 
1200 CLS 

7018 PRI AT 9.9 
Sto-WANDERER IN 
BAR Ne Pre 

IHPRT. 

FORTUNATELY FOR _Y 
OU_HE DOES HAVE SOME MERCY _AN 
0'SO YOU ARE_ ALLOWED To CHOOSE HOW MANY MINE SYOU WANT IN YOUR 
SECTION.” 
ZoSe PRINT ORE 

27020 PRINT »» 

BUT UNE ORT IIT 
YOU TREAD 
is 

‘7049 PRINT _,," OU MANY STEERS 
O ESCAPE THE 

UMP AS. 

YOU CAN SPECIFY H 
YOU HAVE TO TAKE. T 
SECTION 

PRESS A KEY TO GO ON 
4a 

YOUR CONTROLS ARE: - 
+e pre UR x 

P = RIGHT” tsa te 

47" YOu 

20 PRINT, 
WALLS ARE 

LEF 
ARE REPRESENT 

THE MINES ARE K A 

pRFTER_ESCAPING A 
ERD 

To a) “NEU ou 

7150 PAUSE 4e4 
27160 RETURN 
8000 SAVE “MINER” 3910 IF PEEK Sei2é=1 THEN GoTO 9 
3920 RUN 

kak Rk Kk kk RK EK 

The Falklands Crisis 
Anew * * * * Spectrum Arcade game £9.95 
set around the Falklands and concerns an 

air-attack on enemy positions. 

100% machine code with 30 screens, animated 
explosions and sound effects. 

Send S.A.E. for full list of new 4 star releases 

Cheques payable to 

Llainlan Software 
Freepost 

Llanelli SA15 12Z 
* * * % ee Fe FH 
SAVE...SAVE...SAVE 

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 
BBC Model B + Cassette recorder + Five games ...£385 
Acorn Electron....... £184 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K + six games. 
BBC Model B Disc Drive from. 
Sinclair QL 

Prices include VAT & P&P. 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR ATARI * BBC * 

CBM 64 % VIC-20 * SPECTRUM * 
ORIC 1 & TEXAS 99/44 

Send no money. For free list send SAE stating 
machine type to: 

RAMTOPS °° syiissty Siciguoncot 8 Se53 
eee HR 

* 

* 

~ DRAGON SOFTWARE 

SNIP 

SNIP 

CHARTS & 4TAPES 
£750 53 EE SET 
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Phase 4 
CBM 64 
£6.95 

Channel 8, 51  Fishergate, 
Preston, Lancs PRI 8BH 

Watch out aliens, here we go 
again, The scenario is irritatingly 
familiar — you control a space 
ship and must kill a predeter- 
mined number of nasties per 
screen, the actual number 
increasing with higher levels. 

The flavour of the screens 
varies nicely. Screens two and 
three are probably the easiest and 
use vertical and horizontal 
scrolling, Screens one and four 
are positively hairy. Whilst the 
View is static, you are attacked by 
aliens using a variety of tactics — 
some bomb, some shoot and 
some simply home in. 

You have the options of smart 
ded missiles 

Drelbs 
CBM 64 £9.95 

US Gold, Unit 10, Parkway Ind| 
Centre, Birmingham B7 4LY | 

And now for something| 
completely bizarre. The Drelbs} 
fhave been imprisoned by the} 
Trollaboars. You, a non-captive| 
Drelb, endeavour to rescue as! 
many of your kin as possible. 

The game comprises of two 
The first is a grid of 

which can be flipped 
form 

screens, 
doors 
through 90 degrees to 
lenclosed boxes. You mu 
about completing as many 
as possible. As a_ bo: 
completed, it pulses with light. 

Trolloboars and things called] 
[Screw Tanks charge about trying} 
to get you. You can disable the} 
Trolloboar by trapping it in a 
‘box or picking up heart-shaped; 
tokens. When all boxes are % 
formed, they fill up with 

ogolytes and Drelbish 
Jump. through the 

Drelbish window and start screen| Be 
4 Here you avoid a Grogolyte 
Nandi he Drs, shen bac 
PPeito the first screen with greater 

nastiness, 
T's all rather weird. It’s also 

an excellent game, The graphics 
fre very high standard with slick 
effects. There's @ lot going on| 
fand it's a stiff challenge. This is@ 
game that must be seen to be 
believed. 
instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 
value for money 

AW, 
85% 

\ Eee aes F: 

i 

shields. Once you have cleared 
screen four it's back to the 
beginning with double the 
nasties. 

The game is graphically good 
with smooth scrolling, neat 
design and nice twinkling stars. 
The sound became rather 
irriating being similar to a drain 
gurling. Although the game has a 
certain appeal, I became rapidly 
bored. By all’ means, give this 
game the once over, but play it 
before deciding. A.W. 

instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 
value for money 

More action and excitement to 
keep your reactions in trim 

cliff Hanger 
CBM 64 £7.95 

New Generation, Freepost, Bath 
BA2 4TD. 

This game is a prime example of 
‘one of those ideas which is so 
obvious that you can’t under 
stand why it hasn't been done 
before. In a nutshell, this gem is 
fone long cartoon. As Cliff 
Hanger, the cowboy, you try to 
stop the bandito from shooting 
you. In true cartoon fashion you 
have bombs, rocks, anvils, see- 
saws and boomerangs with which 
to sort him out 

The game is split into fifty 
scenarios. Each offers a different 
method of fixing the opposition. 
You might have to jump on a 
see-saw which drops a rock on 
the bandito. You must figure out 
each method and then perform 
the deed. Each level consists of a 
number of scenarios, each of 
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Guzzier 
CBM 64 £7 

| Interceptor, Lindon Hse, 
Green, Tadley, Hants 

number of bombs for your 
disposal. Extra bombs are gained 
after every three screens are 
completed. 

The graphics are average, To 
play the game you need to 
continually hold the joystick in 
the required direction. 1 would 
have preferred it if you only 
needed to do this to change 
direction so that faster reactions 

The 

You are a mouse in a maze with 
food cells in it. To enter a food 
cell you must first collect a ke} 
to gain access and then gobble- 
gobble-gobble. After eating all 
the food in one section you get 
fat and can’t pass through some 
of the narrower gaps. To shrink would be possible. KA, 
to normal size you should wait 
on the edges of the maze for instructions 45% 
Deflator Dennis to come and playability 65% 
deflate you graphics 65% 

After emptying all four food value for money 65% 
sections the bonus letter will 
move around the screen 
catching this will give you extra 
points. If you complete a full 
word you get even more points. 

To defend yourself from the 
a. limited 

as: a 

Ad Infinitum 
CBM 64 
£7.50 

Mr Chip, 1 Neville Pla 
ldudno, LL30 3BL 

Just when you thought that you! 

i

 
My 

Y
 

seen your 
last space 

invader game, 
some 

smart 
alec comes 

up, with 
a new and amusing 

variant You control 
a space 

ship 
and. must 

attempt 
to repulse. 

the 

{

 

lwaves of alien invaders. Your 
only protection is a laser and 
your manoeuvrability 

You can move from side to 
side and part of the way up. 

YAYour laser has continuous fire 
but excessive 
overheating 
destruction. 

The novel part is that you can 
have infinite lives. This is rather 
juseful since there are 256 waves 
lof nasties, You get your lives in 
groups of six and you 
option to continue when 
jof the group is lost. If you 
continue, you resume with the 
wave of hasties you were 
last 

The aliens are colourful and 
leach wave acts differently and 
has a different design. Overall 
the game performs nicely 

This sort of game is not really 
my cup of tea but on balance it's 
ja good game of its’ type and is 

will cause 
possible 

e the 
he last 

fighting f which must be solved before St 
progressing. Score depends on 
solving the scenes and there are 
bonuses for getting it right first 
time. At higher levels things get 
nastier and you've got to succeed 
first time to survive. 

The graphics are to a high i 
cartoon standard and along with worth a close look AW, Superb animation give hilarious results. Ifyou like Tom. and aseruesits oe 
Jerry you'lliove this. AW. ease of use 80% 

is Braphics 750 instructions 70% value for money 70% case of use $e 
graphics 50% KKK Yalve for money 90% 

by 



Firequest 
CBM 64 £9.95 

‘The Edge, 31 Maiden La, Covent 
Gdn, London WC2 off 

please some. More importantly 
you Firequest is a.seven part action. 

adventure game with most 
‘emphasis on arcade aspects. The 
seven screens relate to_ the 
character Ugh’s search for fire. 

Each screen requires you to 
guide Ugh around to collect or 
each items, There are problems. 
‘On one screen you have to avoid 
man-eating spiders and swing 
across creepers. On another, 
during a storm, you have 16 
avoid lightning. 
The seven screens are 

deceptively simple, but the game 
is not easy. I never got past the 
Gosh sexeen, Honeser there 6 a 
demo mode which shows the 

key 

action to come. 
The thoughtfully game 

Orpheus in the 
Underworld 
CBM 64 £6.95 

Sterling, Garfield Hse, 86/88} 
Edgeware Rd, London W2 2YW 

Tt seems that the favourite plots 
for graphical adventures seem to 
involve mythology. This time its 
the tun of Orpheus, that_ well 
known Greek. His task is to 
search the underworld for 
treasures — Sterling Software 
emblems 

His task is made difficult with 
different hazards includ 
fireballs, birds, rocks, sharp 
stakes and open holes in. thes 
ground (you use ropes to swing 
over some). You have a fixed| 
number of lives and when one is 
Jost, you restart at the point you 

The game uses fixed screens} 
ithout scrolling. When you 
ave one, the next is instan: 

taneously displayed. The quality 
lof the graphics is good with 
tasteful design. The design is in 
ancient Egyptian style and rather 
incongruous considering the hero 
is Greek! Offenbach's overture 
to Orpheus in the Underworld 
(the Can Can theme) is used onli y= 
the sound track. This combined|imE 2 
with some fair animation gives 
the game a nice flavour 

K 

On the whole a game of good| 
quality which, however, seems 
to lack that certain ' special 
something and is pethaps a little: 
limited in 

instructions 
ease of use 

variety.A.W, 

ease of use 70% 
c 80% Som 

yk ok kk 

‘graphics 
value for money 

provides you with a number of 
‘options. You can turn the music 

instances 
control 

Firequest_uses a fast loading 
system and is packaged in a large 
library 
outstanding 
worse games on the market 
slightly overpriced. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

using the F3 key. The will 

‘can choose joystick or 
board. 1 found that in some 

the keyboard gave 

case. Although not 
there are many 

Quests for 
the 

unknown 
More adventures to keep the 
addict happy. 
give their expert opinion 

Sorcery 
CBM 64 £7.95 

Virgin, 61/63 Portobello Rd, 
London WII 

This is a graphics adventure 
without the restrictions of its 
genre and with the flavour of a 
proper adventure. In most 
graphics adventures you must 
collect items and avoid nasties 
normally by a specific route. In 
this game, you need to collect 
items which must be used for 
specific tasks. Your route is 
entirely up to you and colisions 
with the nasties sap your 
strength. 

You control a sorcerer and 
must attempt to place an object 
on the altar at Stonehenge. You 
leave each screen via doors, some 
open, others closed. The toms 
are occupied by nasties killed by 
violence or magic. The objects 
you find ——— spells, 

1 2 T £0 
Eureka 

CBM 64 £14.95 of a good standard: They are in Domark, 228 Munster Rd, real time and require rapid London SW6 response. The grapics are good 
and seem to use multicolour Fancy winning £25,000 guy? sprites to build up a picture, Well according to the spiel with 

this game, the first’ person 
solving it will gain a handy Kitle 
back-hander. 

Basically you get five 
adventures, each in a different 
time period. Your task is to 
locate the five missing pieces of a 
talisman. Each adventure is 

Surprisingly, sound is also used 
to good effect. Both are better 
than most adventures. The 
games are a little rudimentary in 
structure but still pretty 
challenging and good fun. 
Overall, fun but a little weak; 

AM. 
preceded by an arcade game. By instructions 90% 
scoring more than 25,000 points ease of use 759% in any game, you increase your graphics 90% vigour points in the adventure. value for mone; 65% 
All of the arcade sections were 
the same type with minor 
changes and involved a maze of 
paths and picking up objects. 1 
found them rather tedious and 
didn't spend much time on them. 

The adventure sections are 

= 

4 
Chiller 

CBM 64 £1.99 
Mastertronic, Park Lorne, 
Park Rd, London NW8 7JL > 

Mastertronic have found rather al 
Inice one this time. Chiller is a 
graphical adventure with al 
ghoulish flavour, Your aim is to, 
rescue a damsel in distress, 

To do this you must find your| way” through five. screens of 
nasties, collecting blue crosses on hey Seren one show a 
forest inhabited ‘by spiders, Out reviewers FR Misi, Boat sn 
Poison mushrooms. You climb] 

yAabout the trees avoiding the 
Inasties to collect the crosses. 
Contact with any of the nasties 
leads to a reduction in energy. 
Zero energy means end of game. 
You recover energy by eating! 
certain mushrooms. 

The other screens involve a| 
cinema, a ghetto, and graveyard) 
fand a haunted house, You only| 
have one life to last the game so} 

is required. Once you have! 
rescued the maiden, you find} 
your way back through the fivel] Screens and collect more cross, Inall, a tough job. 

The “design is. better than, average with good graphics and 
Quality music. Ata normal price Ug this game would be good value At £1,99 i's simply amazing 
Bayi AW, 
instructions 75% 
ease of use 80% raphics 80% Salue for money 100% 
kkek * 

(7, 
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a suitcase and a 
recovering strength. 

The value of the objects must 
be discovered by trial and error. 
The real problem is the time 
imit. This means that you must 

find the optimum route and 
move like lightning. 

Graphically the game is very 
tasty with smooth animation and 
nice design. 

So far I've done about a third, 

means of 

but next time. A.W. 

instructions 85% 
ease of use 85% 
graphics 85 
value for money 85% 

kkk k 



SPECTRUI 

In this 

moower, | Are you the 
one of you is = 
the real Robin renee Feal thing — 
your 

cr" Or a fake? is archery e 
dual by Andrew 
Bird, HCW 1.40 initiate cabie horizontal starting position 

n(1), -h(2) Robin's vertical ~ Toteri0 draw postion of Robin || | M2) taro regular ca rene ad peed vant Clete poston of 
350-390 increase tree size contributor 510-600 loop for seting eleva- || | {ee re size b co-ordinates of arrow jayer tor 2 tion and strength Se Oe row aa, bb used for drawing arrow 

Prove you are Robin Hood and 1000-2020 arrow flight f general purpose loops 

not an impostor in this game for | |5000-5040 Robin Hood tune 
two players. What you have to | | 7000-7560 check for hit 
do is to climb the oak tree faster | |S¢ny-gee0, end of same routin 
than your opponent, Fire your | [8500-9560 instructions 
arrow, hit your rival and climb | | 9500-9530 machine code sound 
up a branch. 

Be warned — wind speed will 
affect your progress, as will the 
rate of growth of the oak tree. 
‘These are your control keys: 7 
up, 6 down, 0 for more 
strength, 9 for less; release 
arrow with A and press any key 
to continue, 

St strength of shor 

Listing 

1 The Real Robin Hood By 119 350 INK 
4 360 PLOT 12444 

Go SUB @SeM: GO SUB 9800 FOR f=@ TO 
GO SUB S@Qe: PAUSE @ PRINT AT 4, 

FOR f=12 TO tree 
NEXT # 

4 RANDOMIZE PLOT 124-f,8+6##/28: DRAW B,tree-B-F#f/5: PLOT 
5 LET wind=INT_(RND®*7)-2 44,8440 /20: DRAM @,tree-B-F4f/S! NEXT * 
8 DIM nia): LET nad=@: 0: LET pi=t 499 REM Increase vi 

10 CLS + PRINT AT 5,4: this"sAT 8, S10 LET el=i0: LET st=21@: LET bb=16 
7:"game 1 winds") knots. * 520 LET el=el+(INKEYS="7" AND e1<35)~(INKEYS="6" AND @ 

15 PAUSE 200: BEEP .@1,60: BORDER 4: CLS : BORDER © 1318). 
20 FOR f=2 TO 21: PRINT AT ,0: INW at #3 S30 LET st=st+Se(INKEYS="@" AND st<298) ~S* (INKEY: 

NEXT + AND st>21@) 
PRINT AT 20,153 INK 25" "sAT 21, 550 PRINT AT @,0; PAPER S-pls: 
LET tree=INT (RND*30) +20 levation Strength “pINT (st/1@ 
REM Main game loop SéO IF INKEYS="a" THEN LET el=eltwind: GO TO 1008 
INK 12 PRINT AT 19-(h(1))/8,13" “:AT 28-(n(1)) 428 Go To 528 

SAT 21-(h(1)9/8,13" 999 REN Arrow flight 
1080 INK 1: IF pl=1 THEN LET pos=3@: LET aa=25: PRINT 
AT 19~(h C19) /8,25" “ZAT 20-(h(1)) /8,2; Go TO 1028 
1@1@ IF pl=2 THEN LET pow=225: LET el=100-el: LET aa=2 
3@: PRINT AT 19-(h(2))/8,293" “sAT 20-(h(2))/8,293" * 
1028 LET vast*Cos (PI¥el/100) 
1050 LET west*SIN (PIeel/160) 

n=@ TO w STEP .2 
au Ieenen) 18 

= cvand 75) 

118 PRINT AT 19-(h(2))78,295" “gAT 20-(n(2)) 
*sAT 21-(h(2))/8,29;" 

120 IF h(1)>=16 THEN. PRINT =n (199/8415 INE 

130 IF h(2)>=16 THEN PRINT (1209 78,2 
THEN PRINT AT 23~(h(1))/8,13" 1960 
THEN PRINT AT 25~(h(2)/8,293" * 1058 
THEN PRINT AT 24-(h(1))/8,13" * 1860 
THEN PRINT AT 24~(h(2))/8,293" * 1078 
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1088 IF a<24 OR a>252 THEN GO TO 7e08 e 
1100 IF beh(pl)<@ THEN 60 TO 2000 8830 FOR f=5 TO B: PRINT AT #,293" “2 NEXT f: PRINT AT 1110 IF beh(pl)>165 THEN PAUSE 6: BEEP .082,b/1@+20: G 1,28; INK 1 uf 
0 To 1198 PRINT A’ 

Player 
60 SUB S000 

1149 IF POINT (a+S,beh(pl)) OR POINT (a-S,b+h(pl)) OR P 
DINT (a,(b+h(pl))-5) THEN GO TO, 15@@ 
1158 PLOT a,beh (pl) 8888 FOR f=1 TO SO8: NEXT f: PAUSE @: GO TO 1 
1169 DRAW aa~a,bb-b 8499 REM Instructions 
1178 BEEP .@02,b/18+20 8500 BORDER 5: PAPER 5: CLS 

8518 PRINT AT @,5; PAPER 4; INK 7; THE REAL ROBIN HOOD 
By 'A.G.Bird. 1994" 

1160 PLOT “OVER t;a,ben(pl): DRAW OVER 15a: 
1198 LET aa=a: LET b= “3A 2,54 
1208 NEXT 8528 INK @: PRINT “*'"This game for 2 players is basedo 

IF _a¢24 OR a>232 THEN 60 TO 7900 fan archery contest to see whois the real Robin Hood.” 
LET treestree+2: IF tree>72 THEN LET tree=72 ch hit moves Robin up a branchand the first one to IF pl=i THEN LET pi=2: 60 TO 5@ the top is the 
IF pl=2 THEN LET pl=1: 60 TO 58 8538 PRINT AT INK 73" CONTROLS “;AT 15, REN Rabin Hood Tune 165"7"3AT 15,2: By"@*saT 17,213 "9% FOR f=1 TO 3@0: NEXT ¢ “A 
FOR f=1 TO 2r BEEP +1412: PAUS 8548 PRINT AT 

7: BEEP down"3AT 17443 
Release arrow BEEP | : PAUSE 5: BEEP .2, 3AT 19, 

16: PAUSE 7 8550 PRINT PAPER 4; INF 
3030 BEEP .25,1 nue * 
3040 RETURN 8560 RETURN 
6999 REM Check Hit 8999 REM Graphics 
7000 IF pl=2 THEN GO TO 7830 9080 RESTORE 9818: FOR g=65368 TO 65495: READ r: POKE g 7B18 IF beh(1) >n(2) AND ben(1)<(n(2)424) THEN GO TO 75 wre NEXT 9 
20 9@1@ DATA 48,24,26,30,29,14,14,4;0,0,0,0,48,8,4,2,51,46 782 GO TO 2000 178, 78,61, 14,14, 14,251 ,6,26,226,4,4,8,0 7838 IF beh(2)>h(1) AND ben(2)<(h(1)+24) THEN GO TO 75 9e28 DATA’ 10, 10,18,10, 10,10; 18,27,0,0,8,0,12,16,32,64,1 
cy 2,24. 8,194,112, 11 196,88, 71433, 32,168 
7849 GO TO 2000 9030’ DATA 242.1), 3168, 112311 789,80, 80,00,8 7500 LET hipl)=hipl) +16 4,90,8 ss 5,254,240, 192, 120,240,255, 255, 7530 FOR f=1 TO 2% 
7540 POKE 35001,f: POKE 35002,38-f: RANDOMIZE USR 35000 wean D 2 +4 440,0,0,0,16 
2 NEXT # 132,64,64,1 2 
7550 IF h(pl)>112 THEN GO TO eeee 2499 REM "M/code sound 
736 GO TO 2000 7808 RESTORE 9520 
7999 REM End of Game W518 FOR f="S@08 TO POKE fynet 
8008 PRINT AT 2, 
8010 IF pl=2 THEN GO To exe 
8028 FOR f=5 TO G: PRINT AT #,15" 
1425 INK 1p" “sAT 2,25" "AT 3, 

DATA 1,1 

NEXT 2 PRINT AT 30 RETURN 
"2 GO To 884 9999 SAVE “Robin Hood LINE 1 

+205, 181,5,19 

You could be 
_ItSeasy to on our pages 

complain about JiRerecrsmeenstes 
, please submit it to us for 

consideration for publication. 
advertisem nts. © Programs must always be sent on cassette. 

Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 
Check carefully that they are bug-free. But which ones? Se 

hints on conversion. 
ery_week ve er © Articles on using home computers should ‘ Every week millions of advertisements pee Icha 000 words: Dot Worry, 

appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. sen con one ‘ability — Just try to keep 
Most of them comply with the rules to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 

contained in the British Code of Advertising or eee 
Practice. possibly with prog: nae les. We will 

But some of them break the rules and convert any sketched i ns Into 
warrant your complaints. x 

If you're not sure about which ones they progrennne stant Von nme co etd 
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you other computer users. 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. All submissions will be acknowledged and the 

Then i an advertisement bothers a ee you, you'll be justified in bothering us. for at competitive rates. 
The Advertising Standards Authority. Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. i ‘ Zs itr Label everything clearly and give a daytime If an advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. pl phe Looted evouone: 

ASA Ltd, Dept 2 Brook House, Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HN ‘All work for consideration should be sent to: 
Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising 
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Thrusta 
CBM 64 £7.95 

Software Projects, Bear Brand 
‘Complex, Allerton Rd, Wool- 
ton, Liverpool 

rock starts at the top level and 
you shunt it about with a shove 
from your ship. 

Generally the game design is of 
good standard with clear, 
colourful sprites and good 
animation. Raster interrupts are 
used to give more than eight 
sprites, but this does give an 
irrating flicker. 

‘A fun game which became 
rather boring after afew screens. 

I never cease to marvel at the 
variants which software writers 
come up with. Here is a game in 
which you have two types of 
nasty to kill. The lesser types can 
be killed with a salvo from your 
cosmic blaster. To kill the big 
boys, you must drop a rock on 
them! The action takes place in a 
series of platforms and walls. 
You fly a little rocket and your instructions 65% 
raison d'etre is to destroy nasties case of use 65% 
‘or die. The big meanies hatch graphics 65% 
from eggs at the base of the value for money 10% 
screen and swarm upwards using 
@ variety of tactics. You must 
splat each one to clear the screen. 
‘The junior aliens move about 
making. life tedious and are 
replaced when killed, Your trusty 

US Gold, Unit 24, Tipton 
Trading Est, Blookfield Rd, 
(Tipton, W Midlands 

This is an interesting’ 
lcombination of old themes which’ 
results in an enjoyable game. 
You control a helicopter on a 

;jmission to rescue captives from 
the catacombs of Fort 
Apocalypse. This underground 

yrinth is protected by flyi 
robo-choppers, 

chambers. and hyper 
If you are travelling left or right, ", 
{you fire in the direction of travel. 
If you are stationary and facing 
Jout of the screen, you can bomb. 

To travel about the labyrinth 
you must bomb or shoot through 
arriers. To descend to a lower 

level_you must use speed and 
‘unning to avoid the defenses. 
here is also the problem of fuel. 
isis & game of skill, speed and: 

trategy and not of sledge- 
hammer tactics. 
You get a nicely drawn| 

crolling side view of the 

games for you 

Superpower 
48K S| im 

CCS, 14 Langton Way, London 
ses 71. Habyrinth with a small radar view 

the top of the screen. The: 
nice with real 
very 

Lifter. This is a gripping game which 
yd me cursing and having. 
inother go. Try it and see if you 
gree. AW. 

If you have ever fancied the life 
similar lof @ spy, then this program is 

likely “to” disappoint’ you. Not 
because it isn't a good program, 
but the gentlymanly approach 
and attitude bas left and now the 
CIA and KGB have moved onto 
slightly more dastardly types of, 
activity. 

You play the intelligence 
executive of a major power and 

Ninstructions 90% 
case of use 90° 
raphics 85% 
ue for money 85% 

kkk * 
have the task of protecting and 
promoting the power's interests 

part of the third world, an 
accurate scenario. 

Play consists of all players 
having to make two types of 
move per round. The first, 
collecting information, either 
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Here are some excitin 

save your country from the 
enemy? 

overseas. Your playground is gr 

1 2 2D. 

Severn, 15 High St, Lydney, 
Glos GL1S SDP 

entering a two word, verb and 
noun instruction. The action is 
depicted on the graphics screen 
which occupies the top half of 

This is a graphics adventure the screen. I liked the fact that 
game. A super computer has the graphics often responded to 
Taken control of the Nuclear your actions. Tying a rope to a 
Defence System and is about to tree resulted in a rope appearing. 
start a war. The only person who When you need a break you can 
realises is a forgetful scientist. save your position to tape and 
He has made up a ditty that continue another time. This 
contains clues on stopping the should provide hours of 
computer. You must break into adventuring. Le 
the establishment, solve the 
clues, and stop the computer. instructions 

This is nicely thought out and playability 
presented. The game uses a fast graphics 
Joading system displaying screen value for money 
colours while loading to assure 
you that all is well. There is an [EIR EB!'g 
introductory sequence that sets 
the scene and atmosphere which 
contains good graphics and 
music. 

The adventure relies on 
oe ca 

y a 

Fort Falklands 
Apocalypse Crisis 
CBM 64 £9.95 48K Spectrum 

" £9.95 
Liainlan, Pontyberem, Llanelli, 
Dyfed SAIS SHP 

\Advertised as a ‘good combina- 
tion of strategy and arcade’, | 
have to report that 1 agree with 
this wholeheartedly. 1 feel that it 
will appeal to the strategy game 
players more than arcade freaks 
however. 

Based on the Falklands 
incident, you become the pilot of 

4 aga Harrier jump jet patrolling the FX 
alklands, One novel feature is 

the way your current map 
location is displayed on a small 
Imap in the top corner. This acts 
fas the radar indicator too, with 
lenemy planes in a sector causing 
the map to flash, a rather neat 
touch, 

Sound is basic but adequate 
Jand graphics reasonable for this 
ype of game. 1 have yet to 
develop a technique for bombing 
ships but shooting down planes is 
jeasier. You seem to hae an 
unlimited amount of fuel, or 
perhaps I always die before it 
runs out. 

One other unusual feature is 
the wraparound of screens on the 
imap if you go off one side you 
reappear on the other, I wish this 
happened in reality on occasions, 

war 
il you to ti 

about a nation or a comparison 
of industry and structure. The 
second part is the chance to 
affect the balance of power and 
has you indulging in bribery/ 
investment, funding the opposi- 
tion and overthrowing govern- 
ments: among the more peaceful 
normal activities 

‘The game is a good war game 
with maps to show achievement 
but little else in graphics. It is a 
long game of skill and strategy instructions and as such will appeal to Wy PAplayability 
wargamers in particular. D.C. | Jf graphics 

value for money instructions 80% ese ye Pd | ke | phics 750 
value for money 80% 
xk k * 

1 cae 



early learning games 

produced by 
ARGUS PRESS SOPTWARE 

1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
Telephone: 01 437 0626 

Ss 
Argus Press sattvare Gra 

Just in time for Christmas, two best 
sellers from the Clever Clogs range, 
WHIZZ QUIZ and HISTORY MYSTERY for 
only £9.99 rsp. 

Included with HISTORY MYSTERY is a 
leaflet showing shortened versions of the « 
Bible Stories and their Clues that can be 
seen in the game. Written by Rev. Nigel 
Hardcastle and approved by the Scripture 
Union it's a fun silicon chip Sunday school. 
Whiz Quiz is a great family game, just 
right for the Christmas season. 

So make it a merrier Christmas for 

Christmas Twin Pack 

Great Value for £9.99... 
Other programs in the 
Clever Clogs series: 
Party Time forage 3+ 
‘With inal help from Mum and Dad tiny tots wil love to play these 

‘They can low out the candles onthe cake, sing along 
with nursery cymes, even draw on the screen Letters and numbers 
‘are tang the fun way. Watch your whzzkids develop new skills and 
Jeam how to wse a computer, 
6 iflerent games and increased ‘diicly’option.()(B)(C) (M0) (A) 

Jeads them through the program wih songs and jokes and guarantees 
fanallthe way. (3). ee 
Jungle Jumble for age S+ 
an you wikia hom igus Kae 

‘endless, Guaranteed to make them laugh Enter the Great Salar Park 
‘Chase and gethe ca pastthe speling traps. They willbe off a ying 
‘sari their school work and Jeam how to use a computer 
2 diferent games and increased ‘dificuly option. (5) 
Sam Safety for age 5+ 
‘ch atrmuvas en ovo end a in ety tore, 

adventure with machine code action You walk Sum across 

‘crossings, trafic lights and road signs. Get home salely with as many 
prives as you can and get your Road Safety Certificate with tis new 
‘way to lear roadsonse. 
FREE Sam Safety badges enclosed. (5) (C) 
‘Whizz Quiz for age 1+ 
‘A game of skill and chance for 1-4 players that's areal challenge to 
‘day's whizakids. Programmed with 100 general knowledge 

a fying start to thei achool work and 
the 

‘With increased 'ificuty’ option. (5) (C) (M) (A), 
Blockbuster for age 7+ 
‘The purse with a milion bilion variations, 

recognition, 
‘way. §ilficuty options and a FREE competition. (6). 
‘Star Trucker for age 9+ 
‘Answer the questions correctly and become a Space Pilot trading 
beyond hyperspace o find the Power Crystals. Asteroids, leaking fuel 
‘tanks, ast bets, accidents — all have to be mastered. Strategy and 

Every game is ita real: 

increased ‘difficulty option. (8) B) (C). 

‘Supplementary Knowledge Tapes 
Jungle Jumble, Whizz Quizz, Blockbuster & Star Trucker all have a 
‘unique editing function fo change the questions. Parents can dothis by 
following screen prompts rthey can buy specially researched 
ea as Ocean i Fee Ue New ene 

SAS ie 

cleeas men Wii see — rmeibcta faces 

‘There are ie levels of dificalty to keep up the challenge and retain 
interest tall ages. Free illustrated stories from the Bible. () 

(M) £7.95 
(A) £138 



by the ASP Market Researc y C sFOUD 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 
including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

J SPEC 
1 Booty 
2Daley Thompsons Decathion 
3avaion 
4Select 1 
SMatenpoint 
6 Tornado Low Levet 
7World cup 
Jet Set willy 
‘Full Throttle 
10Beach Head 

TRUM 
Firebird +) 
Ocean 3) 
Hewson ( 
Computer Recas 
Sinetale(-) 
Vortex(s) 
artic 
Projects (10) 
‘Micromega (9) 
Centresoft ia) 

Firebird 
2Matchpoint Psion 
STomado 
tow tevet 

Spirit of Stones, 
Suinn Genie Micromega( 
Schostbusters Activision) 
7ehiller mastertronic (3) 
80 Thompsons Decathion Oceans) 
9zmx10n Ccentresoft (8) 

ald over Moscow USCold(2) 

Manic Miner 
2Hunchback 
Scuthbert in space 
4 Dragon che 
Schuckle £99 
Gmystery of the ‘ava star 
7M 019 
8xriegspiet 
Sprite Magle 
10Bu9 Diver 

SProjects (+ 
Ocean (1) 

Shards(a) 
Microdeal (6) 
Beyond 8) 
Knight sftwe 70) 
Mastertronic (10) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith ai 

WIC-2O 
4 Perils of Willy 
2Duck Shoot 
3Punchy 
4sub commander 
Slight O15 
6Max 
7 Tower of Evil 
‘8Maze Gold 
930 Maze 

‘10Tank Commander Creative Sparks (1 

SProjects(1) 
Mastertronic (2) 
Me Micro (3) 
Creative Sparks (5) 
Craig coms 10) 
Anirog (8) 
Creative Sparks 1 
Visions 
Mastertronlic (a) 

BEC 
sabre wult urtimate 
2Manie Miner SProjects (>) 
3scrabble Lelsure Genius (1) 
aeite Acornsoft (2) 
Soird strike Firebird () 
Football Manager Addictive (3) 
7Swag ‘Micro Power (a) 
BAcid Drops Firebird 
9Duck Firebird 

rOMinl office Database 5) 

AMS 
1Manic Miner 
2Hunchback 
3Blagger 
‘classic Adventure 
SFantasia Diamond 
Roland Ahoy 
7$nooker — Steve Davis 
8chouls 
SForest at ‘Worlds Ena 

toReturn to Eden 

TRAD 
sProjects() 
Oceans 
Alligata 
com 
Hewson (3 
Amstrad) 
cost 
Micropower (2) 
Interceptor (5) 
Level 9 



THE COMPUTER EDITION OF 

ZB _ sett 
rene, we | 

POLY 

| MONOPOLY | 
Reegstored Teade Mark of Waddingtons Games Lid | 

2 Computer Econ of WADD 
UNOER LICENCE FROM PARK THE BOARO DESIGN IS THE TRADE MARK OF 

+ 
Lo Fx 

3 Montagu Row, London W1H 1AB 



tters Letters Letters Letters Le 
ars Letters Letters Letters Leti 

There are by multiplying the | game, not even released, | had to reply to John | that the leiters page should 
Subscripts up. to the | and being distributed in its | Roger's amazing | not be tumed into the 
beginning of the rest”. Now | name, especially when the | statements. He is pretty | cheating page. 

Ca is we think that DIM | quality is so vastly inferior. | stupid if he thinks that the | May I just say, that 
AG,33.2) means the same | "It is not only software | Spectrum is just a games | Henry, is none Of your 

‘A cautionary tale and | astwo 3-Darrays neither of | houses that ‘suffer under | machine. Even it it is, the | business. I'm not going to 
topical now that MSX has | the above reasonings will | such circumstances itis | only reason the T1-99/4A is | sit Mere and ‘read about 
arrived. work. people like Mike Curtis, | not one is because there are | people who are trying to ‘About a year ago, in| "I think that the cubes | Who has obviously been | no games for it anymore... | dictate (o me that I should 
Bristol, where | lived at the | system isa very good way to | ripped off something rotten | "I get really fed up of TI | stop writing to ask for help 
ime, I bought. a CGL | demonstrate the. many-D | inthiscase. That is why itis | owners. They all seem to be | but sit there until I gather 

(Gord) Ms computer, now | arrays, but I suggest the | stupid to suppor piracy | a certain type of person | dust. 
very much to my regret. | following addresses for S-D | even in a very small way. | who loves to have a real | Anyway, people like you 
However, at the time, the | arrays. One day you could find | chip on their shoulder. Why | will not have to put up with 
shop was running a video | — first number tells which | yourself the victim of a | don’t they shut up and get | cheats like us, because 
which, amongst other | row of cubes Similar con trick, several | on with it like the rest of us| HCW says it will be starting 
things,’ said that ‘MSX is | — second number tells | pounds out of pocket and | do instead of mouthing off | an adventure column, so all 
coming’, The shop told me | which column of cubes, as | with no way of recouping | about their virtues and | you dedicated adventurers 
what MSX was, assuring | we now have located ‘the | your loss, That is when you | everybody else's | or cheats write in with your 
me that CGL were in on the | right cube will start’ condemning | disadvantages. problems or advice, 
ground floor. Although | — third number tells which | pirates but by then of If you don’t like it don’t 
there was then only a | row in that cube course it will be too late. | Barry Stair, Templeton read it! That's the answer. 
limited amount of software | — fourth number tells | So start_now and be 1 would like to 
available for the Sord, with | which column in that cube | honest. Taping commercial | FT congratulate HCW on the 
MSX they would be able to | — fifth number tells the | programs is theft just like ip box un-bias you show and 1 
match any other system. | depth in that cube. robbing the bank of implore you not to follow Teturns out that the MS England! |speech | Mr O'Donovan’s example 
does not take MSX | Jaako Pitkanen, Tampere, | — and turn into an_all- 
software and although | | Finland Steve Wallace, Canterbury ,, | Spectrum magazine, Don’t Having read this week's have written to the shor desert us! 

satisfactory replies. write to totally agree with | Jonathan Dale, Codner 
John Rodgers of Leeds T would liketo hear from | Tama Spectrum owner and | 1 GRAPHICS. 0:DIM s 

any other readers, | proud of it. I think John | HELP*anything) SORE INR SEAT: CC particularly Sord M$ | Rogers (HCW 89) stalking | $- Set -C-0.4,0,0: |, quotes," must admit 
owners, whether they saw | q load of *@(+£@"! | SETC0.2,0,12 taeae  soereslanes et Fe Up) 
this display running or were | Maybe if he thought # bat | 10 ? Dear HW, att ioe peer OF Hecate, 
galt instead of just walfling he } 20% ama confused Atari | 99/44.» This excerpt was | It has come to our attention might be able to reason that | 800XL owner’* "| e% X Rirwnise, Alsingham | hee. are more programs | AU?andT would like vo | [fom Henry O'Dopowans | that you are” considering for the Specirunt because | know if there ' 1 there are more Spectrums! | 40?any. future for, the | Sck of reading and seeing | helpline, fetes ios Seecene | Asan Socee Toe letters, articles and | As the world’s foremost 

‘ tr 4 adverts for the Spectrum. It | authority on adventure Tread with t interest the agree with John Richardson | $0?*'res, lump of cheap ms that the ct f the ‘we would like t 
read with sreat interest the | (also HCW 89) about games | BASCT? Sees Pia Ceecurse ot Us | aang, fe woubd let article’ in" HCW “about | Goving. Who cares about | "Please reasure me | Tubb Kes has taken over | extend io You our hand of 

arrays and have the same | Diving. Who cares about | 60?"Please reassure me | the whale software | friendship, and say that i 
Arrays, Bur when read the | programming but 1 still | 702% not dead.” <erePalap seemsvo be that | Srasstance ten ee would a jon't see why such a fuss | 80?is there anything that met vey wil il ideas about 4D and SD | Should be Kleked up. Te tee ae Sir Clive Sinclair has | be very willing to help in 
(and so on) arrays, I-must | "AIT his business about | 99 INPUT HELP brought “out this new | any capacity that we are 
fay, the wave slightly | pirating is not worth it. | 1007 7HELP_ IN Home | SPectrum + we different views on the pe me | incidentally is a rip-off, 1 | — We hope that this letter 
subject and here ts my | yecPc find copying tapes | Comuting: Weekly please think, 1 read how the Key | finds you wel, and our best 
reasoning atts London | ‘Ps fell off when it was | wishes for the future of this 

Charles Gibbons, London | turned. upside down!) to | very worthwhile venture. Think that a computer 
only uses one-dimensional | Ten Austin, London restoke the fire for the sales 
arrays and that the other Cood point [Rr Simon Clarke, President 
dimensions. have. been lcontinuing | Naturally a. Sinclair | International” Adventure 
invented to facilitate us What does John Rogers | spokesman denied this: | Club 
humans, This means that if (HCW 89) ‘think he is | “We have been listening to 
we have an array DIM talking about? I think that | all the people who have | We appreciate this offer 
AG3,3,3,3) the computer Henry O'Donavan's letter | been saying that the | and encourage all readers (0 
simply reserves 81 locations | In the last few weeks Uhave | in HCW 86 made some very | Spectrum needs a good | send in queries and 
for our use and whenever | read with great interest the | good points and 1 wish that | keyboard.”” All Spectrum | suggestions. 
‘we refer to an array the | enlightening and sometimes | there were a few more | owners know how true that 
computer uses a formula to | angry letters concerning | intelligent people like him | ist 
calculate proper location. If | software piracy. aroun But, as of now, Clive 
we mark DIM A(A,B,C,D), | Many points of view have | HCW is a very good | Sinclair has only reached 
this formula would’ be | been put forward and the | magazine and I feel that it | the tip of the iceberg in 
(a-1)tbterd + (b-1) picture seems to be that | does its best to support all | keyboards and sound. 
d+(c-Iytd+d If my | readers of HCW see | kinds of computers, even | Having said all this, 1 
reasoning is correct then the | software piracy in a very | dead ones like the TI- | must say that of the gamés | 
reasoning in the article is | domestic light. Friends | 99/4! The Spectrum is the | have seen for the Spectrum, 
wrong because this formula | copying each other's games | most popular computer in | most have been of good 
does not work in the 4-D | and passing them on to | this country, you can see | qualit 
arrays. third parties and so it goes | that just by looking at any | — My advice to all people 
My second point is that | on. Perhaps they would be | software chart because | who are thinking of buying 

to my mind every subs more sympathetic to | most of the top selling | a computer is this: you 
in an array tells how many | software houses if they took | games are for the Spectrum. | could do better than buying 
location groups are | note of the points raised in | It is therefore perfectly | a Spectrum or Spectrum +. 
determined in the rest of the } the letter from Jon Dean of | logical to run a higher | A Commodore 64 of Atari 

DIM | Atarisoft (HCW 88). proportion of programs for | 800XL would be a good 
A(1,2,3,4) means that there | It must be terribly | this micro. investment for both games 

2,3,4 and 1*2,3,4s | frustrating for a software | 1 am not normally given | and business. 
34s. So you c mpany to come across | to writing letters to | — Another sore point I read 

calculate how many ‘resets’ } such blatant theft of a | magazines but I felt that I | in Henry's letter is the view 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 
Lineage: 
35p per word Ss = 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

Situations 
Vacant 

Contract programmers required for 
a wide variety of work, A full 
agency service is offered and top 
fees paid. Please send details of 
experience and other relevant 
information to S.O.S. P.O, Box 
138, London El 9PW 

Accessories 

Solar 
computer Products, P. 0. Box 4 
Monmouth, Gwent, NPS aoc 

Tel: 0600 860661 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE NEEDS 
Blank cassettes C1S with case 40p. 
Labels in Blue, White or Yellow — 20 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Yellow 
Red, Green, Orange or Purple — 20 
for 0p. Library cases 12p each, 
Postage on each complete order 60p. 
STONEHORN Lid, $9 MAYFIELD WAY 

HARWELL, LEICESTER LE ARL 

BLANK DISCS 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

AY" pap is FREE 

S18 SUPER SAVERS: 

SO double sided, double den 

[SPEC PEN PALS UK 
Let us put you in touch with others 
Where no one else has reached before 
Send s.a.e. for application form and 
more details to:— A Simmons, 40 
Glayburn Circle, Basildon, Essex. 

ibs records 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

REALTIME of (Slow) HIGH-SPEED 

Ibs records — FILTERBOND LTD, 19 sagiers Way, Hertford sc1a 402 0992-557188 

MICRO COMPUTER 
< EXHIBITION > 

Sat Jan 12 
Bromley, South London 

INFO: East West 01 290 5299 
NEW BRAIN USERS 
JOIN OPEN # STREAM 

£10 for 5 mags 
24 College Road, 
BROMLEY, BR1 3PE 

WIN A COLOUR T.v.— 
Spectrum - Oric - Atmos 

Software Library FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE ENTRY 10 DRAW SAE FOR DETAIS T HIRE SOFT. 113 BROOMFIELD RO. MARSH, HUDDERSFIELD (state micro) 

ORIC/ATMOS — 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

COMMODORE 64— 
Software library 

Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (C), 100 Blenheim 

‘Walk, Corby, Northants. 

To hire a computer from Spectrum 
48K upwards, please phone or write 
to Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Rd., London NI 
IBA Tel. 01 607 0157 

01 

Becki 

-437 0699 
EXT 342. 
Send your requirements t 

Wilson 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

COMMODORE 64 
Software Library 

Any titles supplied mempersnip &5 Weeks hire £1 
including postage 
same day despatch 

| Richardson, 45 Langshaw street, Longport, Stoke-on-Trent 

Quality Commodore 64 
Software Library 

(p hire, Including Free tape every 
IRARY TRENARRIS S WALES, 

T1-99/4A plus Extended B: 
sette recorder, leads & 50 games on 
tapes £85. Phone Redditch 65951 
Brand-new 48K Spectrum for sale 
All original pack 
aging. 01 

T-Shirts and Sweatshirts 
Spectrum Invader 

Tm User Friendly 
you seen my Peripherals? 
em Monster Games 

Roe players do it in dungeons 

[CBM 64 VIC-20 
TAPE TRANSFER — 

DUAL CASSETTE INTERFACE 
“sith TRIGSOFT er 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 

GROW. 

a ight and all other imtelletuat property rh therein Belong 
tellectual property rights and by sictuc of international copyright £0 

London WIR 3AB 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon sofiware 
library — Membership £5.00. 
Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E, Tucker, (H) $8, Blen 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants, 

LEEDS SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY 

Spectrum software hire. 
For details ring: 

Leeds (0502) 554038 
or 796856 

or write to:— 
45 Grosmont Place, 

BRAMLEY, LEEDS LS13 3PA 

Library 
Free membership. For details send 
Spectrum special offer. 

SAE “Softbypost"” 14 
Avenue, Wolverhampton. 

TEXAS FANS 
Get wise! “O" LEVEL MATHS £3 
(Basic) Approved 1 And 2 hour illus 
trated revision tests, Turn that mock 

B into Al 
Discover London! TAX! £3.80 (Ext) 
How would you rate as a cabby? 
Collect fates in your sprite cab, Make 

Profit. Prizes for Hi-Scores, 
SOFTT 14 STATION ROAD, BROUGH, 
NORTH HUMBERSIDE HUIS 1DY 

(SAE for lis) 

Blakeley 

XMAS OFFERS— GAME RRP PRICE BMIN STUNTS 0 eS 
AVELON I mee} 

INSPRIE Eb. 338 

Resiy WiC vm 

JN HUTCHINSON. 337 Tamworth Re Tong Eaton, Notiagham NOHO SLL 

herein belong to 

SONU2644991 
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WD Software 
Utilities for the OL (£10 on Microdrive) 

This package offers single-key loading, running of deletion of files, multiple 
formatting of cartridges, and auto backup of files from one or more cartridges 
to another with optional over-writing of namesakes. In addition, a directory of 
60+ files can be viewed without screen overflow, NB a VERIFY program is 
tunnecessary — QDOS does this automatically. Now includes direc 
out and “gprint’” to print any or all files on a cartridge with optiona 
titles. Owners of the 
3p. 

lier package can update by sending OUR cartridge and 

Current Spectrum Software 
Tradewind (£5 Cassette) 

Buy a ship, provisions and cargoes to trade between the h 
ds, Make a fortune if the weather and pirates let 

amanship and economies, A strategy/adver 
ours of the Cot 

live long enou 
game with gra 

Jersey Quest (£5 Cassette) 
Following an accident, you are stranded in the labyrinth of time a 
your own way back to the Present with the aid of persons and objec 
Jersey Folklore. Meet the Black Horse of St Ouen, the Dragon and knig 
La Hougue Bie, the Black Cat of Carrefour a Cendre, the Witch 
Rocqueburg and many others. A text-only adventure for 48K in machine co 
(Quill, 

Morse Tutor (£4 Cassette) 
This one has it all! 4-19 words/minute, variable spacing, variable numbe 
groups of random letters, numbers or mixed, random sentences, awn m 
Single characters (including punctuation), variable pitch, FEEDBACK. ¥ 
screen, printer or SPEECH (phonetic alphabet via Currah w-Speech on 48K 
Version only), and repeat facility. Takes you to and beyond]RYA and Amateus 
Radio receiving standards, 16K and 48K versions on one cassette, 48K only on 
Mictodrive cartridge 

Spectrum Programs on Microdrive 
Ail the above are avilable on Microdrve cartridges at a price of £4.50 for one farridge + the price of each program as shown above ea. a carrie with Tradevrind and Morse Tutor would be £13.30. Asa Bonus, Gavin Sonk's Indeved Loader is included fr@@ with each eartid 
‘available from 
WD Software (H), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.I. 

Tel (0534) 81392 

SOFTWARE OAS maul 
GAMES 

ISUPER SOFTWARE SAVERS. WAS NOW + RES 3.90 1.99| 
ihe HME IBIS 

NEW VIC-20/C ‘selected 1 ce ARCADE GAME utente 

PO BOX 1520 DUBLIN 
immediate delivery — guaranteed 

Phone 603402 
‘+ BASIC/UNEXPANDED + « EXT BASIC For full details send large SAE for 
free catalogue Cheques oF POs £0 ‘MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE. 11 SAINT MARYS AVENUE, PURLEY, 

READING, BERKSHIRE ROS 8B) 

‘SOFTWARE BARGAINS!!! 
‘COMMODORE 64 
OThomp Dec 5.50 
Fight Pth 787 5.50 

pr TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

ES, 39 ttles to choose from 
For full list S.A.E, 10: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park, 

Hull HU7 4AE Beach Head 7.50 Underwor! Bjarama 620 Backpackers 5 
Brucelee 7.50 Eureka 
Ghost estrs 850 Ghost astrs WANT TO BUY, SELL, SWOP? 

KL ON ail orders only. list. BOs Cheques to-— MCS (UK) 
Ltd, (Dept Hew), 24 Edward Road, Walthamstow, London €17 6LU 

SOFTWARE AGENTS 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS — 
If you are a good programmer you probably need an 

agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: 
6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road 

Bath, Avon BA2 6EF 

CLASSIFIED — RING 

SAE for full price PHONE 
01-437-0699 

01-437 0699 
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REPAIRS SPARES REGISTER 
Commodore repairs. By Commo. 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
Prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 
[— HEMEL COMPUTER 

CENTRE LTD, 
For fast reliable repair service 
of your SPECTRUM, BBC 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. e.g 
Send your 16/48K Spectrui 

We offer repairs and spares 
for Sinclair, Commodore, 
Atari and all other makes 
Part exchange and second 
hand computer services 

available. 
STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 

GHN TEL: 0524 824519 

Repairs — ZX81— Spectrum. Fast 
reliable repairs by experienced 
engineers, having serviced Sinclair 
computers since the introduction of 
the ZX80. Our price is inclusive of 

us and we will repair and return | | all parts, labour, postage and VAT it for £20 + £1.60 p&p. irrespective of fault, *No hidd Hemel Computer Centre Lid., | | charges. *While-you-wait service 
52 High St., Hemel Hempstead, | | available. Spectrum £18.75, ZX81 Heris HPI 3AF. £11.50. 16K Ram £9.95, Call or 

Tel: 0442 212436 send with cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, 
French's Road. Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Tel (0223) 311371 

MICRO-SERV 

“UNIT, Deany Workspace, Doves Sand, FRE sD Tet Denny (032 Aaah 

DO YOU OFFER A REPAIR 
SERVICE? WHY NOT 
ADVERTISE IN OUR 
REPAIRS ‘N’' SPARES 

REGISTER. 
PHONE 01 437 0699 

FOR DETAILS. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

sc 
* WANTED « 

BUYERS FOR THIS SPACE 
OFFERS TO BECKI ON 

011-437-0699 

Please indicate number of inser 
ONLY 35p per word (minimum charge 15 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699 
Name 
Addres 
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PSYCHEDELIA - 
YOU CANNOT WIN 
YOU CANNOT LOSE 

ONLY ENJOY 

PSYCHEDELIA — 
THERE IS NO FRUSTRATION 

THERE IS NO KILLING 
ONLY PLEASURE! 

PSYCHEDELIA — 
SWITCH ON TO MUSIC 

SWITCH ON IN THE DARK 
ONLY SWITCH ON! 

PSYCHEDELIA — 



Nota Game.... 
‘Simulation!!!!! 
Worlds Of Flight (W.O.F.) is a “view” 

’ orientated flight simulation for the 
Dragon 32 and Tandy colour 32k 
computers, - written entirely in 
machine language. 
“View” orientated means that the 
pilot may determine his or her 
Position by actually viewing the 
‘surrounding landmarks and 
features as opposed to flying 

on instruments only. 
The cratt is a light weight, low 

Avery realistic Flight 

and procedures may be practised, as well as 
aerobatics which include, aileron rolls, spins, stalls and 
sustained inverted flight. 

100% machine code with high 
resolution graphics. 

Requires 2 Potentiometer/Floating Joysticks 

Mail Order Sales from 
Microdeal Mail Order 41 Truro Rd, 

St. Austell Cornwall PL25 5JE 

Credit Card Sales eal ee 
Phone 0726 73456 

Dealers Contact 

JICRODEAL DISTRIBUTION 
0726 73456 

TIGER TRADER 0925 55222 
BA, TWANG WHOLESALE 0734 580200 

CENTRESOFT 
021 3593020 


